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-OHAPTER I 
IN TRODU(,'T ION 
The~e are two general techniques by which the 
action of a drug on the nerve-musole preparation may be 
studied. One is the isolated nerve.ooftlUsole preparation 
wherein the musole and its motor nerve are removed trom 
the animal and plaoed in a suitable environment. This 
teohnique is usually applied to preparations trom cold-
blooded animals, troBs, etc., but may be used in certain 
preparations from warm-blooded animals suoh as rat phreniC 
nerve-diaphragm muscle preparations, Bulbring (1946). The 
seoond method is the in-situ teohnique in which the pharma-
--
codyna~lc action ot a drug on the nerve-muscle prepare.-
tlon may be studied. In this procedure the animal is 
usually narcotized. and the tendon end of a muscle 
(gastrocnemius, tibialis, eto.) may be attached to an iso-
metrio or isoton1c lever.. The variatIon in muscle tension 
on stimulation by electrical shooks to its motor nerve is 
otten reoorded on a smoked kymograph drum. 
The aotion ot a drug which appeal's very definite 
1 
2 
In the Isolated preparation will often be modlfled when 
introduced into the intact animal. Many reasons for this 
variation in the action of a drug are known; detoxioation, 
excretion, fixation of the druo, etc. However, when a 
portion of the intact animal is removed and tested ,!!!-vltro, 
many of these variables no longer operate. 
An ~xample of the effect of such a variable whioh 
Is operative 1n the intaot, but not operative in the iso-
lated preparation, is the alteration in the fatigability 
ot the pronio nerve-diaphragm muscle preparation followlng 
adrenaleotomy in the rat, Ramey at al (1950). In the 
adrenalectomized rat the diaphraam stimulated via the phren-
ic nerve fatigues rapidly; however, when a portion of the 
diaphragm and its nerve are isolated and suspended in a 
suitable medium, it l'esoonds to the same stimulation- with-
out fatiguing appreoiably. 
The contraotion of a muscle in-sltu In res Doose 
--..-. ...-...-. '-
to a. stimulUS transmitted through its (Jotor nerve, is 
affeoted by lllany d1'Ugs. A number of these, suoh as 
eserine, prostlgmine, di-lsopropyl fluorophosphate (DFP), 
et9.' have anticholinesterase aotiVity. Some others 
whioh have a curare-like action apparently compete with 
aoetylcholine rQr reaotion s1tes on the receptor mechan-
IsM of the myoneural junot1on. The mechanism of act10n 
by whioh agents such as parasympathom1metio drugs poten-
tiate neuromusoul~ transm1ssion in the normal and abnor-
mal animal is not completely understood. 
The fact that living oells shrink in conoentrated 
solutions and swell in dilute solut1ons 1s regarded as 
evidence that the oell is surrounded by a senli-permeable 
membrane, often called the plasma membrane. In nervous 
tissue and in musole this 11 ving .membrane is e1eotrioally 
polarized with respect to the cytoplasm of the cell. 
In recent years numerous attempts have been made 
to determ1ne the difference 1n eleo~rioal DOtential be-
tween the inside and outside ot living oells, especially 
by Hodgkin md Huxley (1945) and by Ling and Gerard (1949). 
USing the Lins microeleotrode a potential differenoe, of up 
to 0.1 volt has been measured aoross the resting membrsrJ.e 
of musole fibers. This resting ~tential or polarization 
of the plasma membrane has been attributed by many w thars 
to the differenoe 1n ionio oonoentrations, or to the presence 
of different ions, on the two sides of the musole membrane. 
" 
In general, extracellular body fluids are poor 
1n potassium and cellular protoplasm is poor in sodium. 
ThIS d~amic 10n concentrating property of living cells 
1s explained at present On the basis of hypothetical ex-
change-transport systems, and much data in support ot such 
hypothesIs has been accumulated. 
Fenn and Cobb (1936) showed that following muscle 
activity potassium is lost from muscle flbers while at the 
same tl:~le sodium is gained. During rest recovery of the 
original ionlc concentrations In the muscle fIber ls 
effeoted. 
In order for this transfer of lons to produoe an 
aotion }X)tential the lr exohange a.t the membrane must be 
separated 10 tlme. It the Na and K 10ns were simultan-
eously transferred In equivalent amounts no potentlal 
difference would result. The manner of 10n transfer has 
been explained by assuming that sodlum en tel's the mu.sole 
fiber dur1.ng the r1sing phase of the action potential 
whereas potassium exit occurs dur1ng the fallIng phase. 
Restoration of the intracellular potasslum, recharglng the 
membrane I then occurs as the inoreased intracellular sodium 
ion is reduced to a low level by some as yet unknown 
meohanism. 
5 
24 42 
studies of the exchanges ot Na and K between 
the cell and its environment, Rothenberg (1950), point to 
a talrly rapid transfer of these 10ns during actlvlty. 
Reversal of these rapid ion exchanges i8 assumed to be 
etfected by the slower metabolic prooesses which are respon-
sible for transporting sodium out ot the cell. This dis-
oussion ot Ion transfer empha.sises that comple,x physioo-
ohemical phenomena are associated with muscle oontraction. 
There are at present two major theories whioh 
attempt to explain the nature of the link between the events 
of nervous excitation and the MUscle contraction. 
One, the electrical theory, Lapique, (1936), 
postulates that the action potential ot the nerve impulse 
upon arrival at the myoneural junction excites the receptor 
elements on the MUscle side of the junction. Through a 
oatelectrotonus eftect a potential is produced in this 
region, called the end-plate·, potential. This end-plate. 
potential need not be completely abolished even though the 
muscle is paralyzed by d-tubocurarine. When this potential 
is at sufficient m8dOitude it fires a chain ot events whioh 
oulminates in a contraction of the muscle. The muscle oon-
traction is always preoeded by an electrioal activity ot the 
6 
muscle fiber, distinct from the end-plate potential, 
which is called the action potential. This sequence ot 
events takes place in a matter ot milliseconds. 
The chemical theory ot the transmission of the 
nervous impulse across the peripheral or neuromuscular 
junction Loewi, (1921), gains much support trom the obser-
vation by Reiseer. (1921), that the close 1ntra-arterial 
inject10n ot aoetylcnoline evokes a contractile response 
in striated muscle. 8ince then numerous experimental 
findings on the eftect of antioholinesterase. on the 
in-situ and isolated nerve-muscle preparat1ans have led 
--
80me observers to designate acetylcholine as the neuro-
hormone ot the neuro-strlated-muscular system. Thls 
ooncept of the necessity ot acetylcholine in neuro-
muscular transmission is still Inthe hJpothesis stage. 
Recent clinical f1ndings have pointed out that 
drugs other than known parasympathomimetics or parasympa-
tholytios appear to intluence favorably oertain disorders 
of the neuromuscular system. The well known effect of 
prost1gm1ne in myasthenia gravis has been repeated with 
other drugs. Partial remissions of symptoms 1n myasthenia 
7 
have been obtained by the use of adrenocortlcotrophic 
bormone, (ACTH) MoEachern, D (1951). Rellef of myotonia 
b1 the use of cortisone was reported by the same authors. 
However, in neither of these diseases have the remissions 
been permanent, nor as striking as the response of myotonia 
to cpinine. Experienced clinicians have felt that the 
relief obtained in these lower-motor-neurone disorders 
were real and due to the drug efreots. 
In view of these purely ol1nioal observations we 
teel that a stud1 should be made, oomparing the pharmaco-
dynamiCS of a group of drugs known to have their locus of 
aotion on the neuromuscular apparatu.. Drugs whioh appear 
appropriate for this investigation are prostigmine, 
d-tuboourarine, qUinine, and corti.one. 
---
CRA1:JTER II 
LITERATURE SURVEY OF THE EFFECT OF 
SELECTED DRUGS UPON THE NE.URO-
MUSCULAR JUNCTION 
A. Neuromuscular transmission. The first direct 
- . 
evidence of the cholinergic nature of the motor inner-
vation of striated muscles was obtained by Dale and 
F'e1dberg (19;:::'4). They demonstrated that electrical st1m-
ulation of muscle nerve endings leads to the liberat10n 
of acetylcholine in the perfusate of skeletal muscle. 
Brown. Dale, and F'eldberg (1936) later showed that when 
acetylcholine is quickly injected 1nto the proximate 
arteries of the mrunmal1an musole it oauses a oontraot1on 
at almost the same speed and with similar characteristios 
as a max1mal motor nerve stimulus. 
In order for aoetylcholine to pursue the role of 
ohemioal mediator of the nervous impulse several pram-
1aes must be accepted, Rosenb1ueth (1950): 
(1) That acetylcholine is released at 
8 
presynaptIc nerve end1ngs and at 
musole-nerve endings. 
(2) That acetylcholine 1s released by 
the nerve impulse in amounts above 
the threshold of the post-synaptic 
elements. 
(3) That cholinesterase is oapable ot 
lowering the aoetyloholine value 
during the refraotory period to 
below the threshold necessary to 
f1.r'e post-synaptio elements. 
9 
The ohemical theory of synaptic transmission ot 
nervous axei tation postulates that a nerve imDulse 
arriving at the terminal arborization of the nerve liber-
ates acetylcholine at the myo-neural junotion. This 
produoes an electrioal response of the end-plate, called 
the end-plate potential, whic~whan of suffioient magni-
tude, acts to depolarize the adjaoent tissue. This 
series of events leads to a contraction of the muscle 
fiber. The aoetylcholine initially liberated is 
rapidly destroyed by the cholinesterase present at the 
10 
end-plate, ~ccles et al (l~3a). A muscle contractlon, 
1n response to a slngle stimulus, is known as a muscle 
twitoh. The twitoh tension will depend upon the number 
of muscle fibers responding, maximum tension being ob-
tained when all of the muscle fibers resoond. 
Experimental evidenoe that the first electrlcal 
sign of neuro-muscular transmiludon is the appearance 
of the end-plate potential was obtained by Fatt and 
Katz (1951). ~~en this potential is of sufficient mag-
nitude there mar result a wave of depolarizat1on in the 
muscle fiber. This depolarizatIon wave 1s known as the 
action potential of the muscle. The electrical activity 
travels from the end-plate towards the tendon at approx-
imately two meters/sec. These authors invest1gated the 
aotion at acetylchol1ne on the myoneura'. junction and 
concluded that this chemical produces a large non-
selective increase of ion permeability at the end-plate. 
This ·sink" effect allowed not only sodium and potassium 
ions, but 'Yrobably all tree ions, to cross this membrane, 
thereby accounting tor a potential much larger than 
acetylohollne alone could produce. 
11 
!. Antleholinesterases. The effeot of the 
ant1-cholinesterases. espeoially DFt, and prostigmine, 
1n facilitating neuromuscular tr&lsmission, is similar. 
Th1s was shown by Hunt (1947), and Browu at a1 (194'7). 
The latter authors used the electromyograph and re-
vealed a prolongatIon of the eleotrical activity of the 
action potential. They classifled this as an effect on 
the action potential of muscle under the influenoe of 
these drugs. This effect on muscle of prostigmine is 
utilized olinioally in ameliorating myasthenia gravis. 
In this disease there is a profound weakness of the 
skeletal muscles through what appears to be an acetyl-
choline insensitive state of the myoneural junction. 
Prostigmine facilItates the nerve impulse transmission 
and produces a remission. A proper maintenance dosage 
can trdlnarily be found. 
When the alky1phosphate DFP was first investi-
gated. it was felt that its more permanent cholines-
terase inaotivating property would be useful in myas-
thenia. It was disappointing to find that it was not 
as effeotive as prostigmine in this disease, Co:mroe at &1 
12 
(1946), and Harvey et a1 (194'7). The explanation ad-
vanced to aooount for this unexpeoted cl1nical re-
sponse was that DFP, oontrary to prostlgmine does not 
have, in addition to ita anti .. oholinesterase property, 
a sensitizing effeot upon the aoetyloholine sensitive 
receptors in striated muscle, RIker et al (1946). This 
additional actlon of prostigmine was not shared by OFP 
nor by eser~ne. 
Brown and von bUler (1938) have shown that in 
the prostigmine treated animal, the musole twitoh 
following 01086 intra-arterial injection ot aoetylcholine, 
18 smaller than the response to the same dose ot acetyl-
choline betore prostigmine. We are dealing here with 
either less sensitivity to acetylcholine in the postiS-
mine treated en~al, or to a blocking effect of aoetyl-
choline at the nsuro-musoular junctlon. In high oon-
centrations acetylchollne haa a depre salng effect on 
striated muscle. It Is also known that prostlgmine 
decreases significantly the amount of aoetyloholine 
necessary to elioit any of the effects of this medtator 
on muscle. It appears likely, therefore, that the 
15 
aotion of the Injected acet~loholiue is potentiated in 
the presence of an anticholinesterase. Such a block 
1s most probably the result of a persistent depolari-
.ation of the and-plate by acetyloholine, in the 
presence of prostigmine. 
£. Curariziea substanoe~. The onset and develop-
ment of paralysis that follows nn intravenous injection 
ot d-tubocurarlne is a very interesting pharmaoological 
response, notably because the muscle will respond to 
dIrect stimuli but not to an impulse from the nerve. 
An early study of the electrically stimulated, partially 
ourarized muscle, was performed by Hotfman (1930). Wi th 
the development of the eleotromyograph the electrical 
potential resulting in a muscle following motor nerve 
stimulatIon was extensively studted. It was then seen 
that ourarization produced changes in the electrical 
potentials of the neuro-muscular apparatus. Ecoles, 
at al (l94lb) showed that curare diminished the ampli-
tude and duration of the end-plate potential of the 
muscle tiber without altering its shape or latency. 
When the eleotrotonio end-plate potential was reduced 
to below a certain threshold value no amount of motor 
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nerve volleys could fire the muscle to contract. 
According to Paton et 'a1 (1951) muscles which 
teoe1ve their normal st1mulus in a tetanic type ex-
o1tation_ 11ke the respiratory muscles, (approximately 
20/seo) J are especially prone to be affected by a 
ourare-like drug. According to these authors this 
inhibition is based upon the observation that one of 
the earliest effects of curare in muscle is an in-
hibition of the tetanic cont~action. 
The rap1d decay of a tetanus is very pro-
nounced in a curarized muscle. It is more readily ob-
tained in muscles of the "red tt type like the soleus. 
This type of muscle is more susceptible to the action 
ot curare than the ·white" type muscle because of the 
greater ease of fusion of the contractions 1n the "red" 
muscle. ~ome muscles, like the tibialis anticus, are 
composed of both "red" and "white" fibers, Gordon et al 
( 1940). 
The myoneural block by curare in the llltact 
animal is l"ct'ersible with time. It is also antag-
onized by suoh agents as acetylcholine, anti-cholines-
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terases , and potassium ions, ~EJilson at al (1936), and 
by a new group of substances not possessing anticholin-
esterase aotivity, notably the m-bydroxy phenyl alkyl 
ammonium compounds, Wescoe et al (1951). These last 
named agents are capable of producing an end-plate 
depolarizat :1on. A tetaniZing current is also an effeot-
lve deourarizing agent, 80yd (1932). The decurarizing 
action of potassium ions may be due to the release of 
acetyloholine. The liberation ot acetyloholine by 
Intra-arterial injectIon of potassium chloride has been 
shown to occur in the sweat 818Ods, tongue, and sub-
maxillary glands by F'eldberg et al (1935). 
The great pharmacological interest and 
olinical importance of curare-like drugs espeCially in 
the field of anestr~siology has led to a careful in-
vestigation of the modus-operandi of neuro-muscular 
block. The antagonism between curare and physostigmine 
(eserine) was reported by Pal (1900), and Rothberger 
(1901). The anti-oholinesterase activity of eserine 
Was first suggested by F'uhner (1917). This property 
was later utilized by Loewi et al (1926) to prolong the 
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action of aoetyloholine in their 01ass10al experiment 
on the frog heart. Rosenblueth et al (1936) studied 
tbB effeot of neostigmine (prostigmine). a synthetio 
drug, as a deourarizing agent. 
Brown, et al (1936) have shown that a dose of 
ourarine whiohproduced only a minimal effeot on the 
twitoh response to nerve stimulatIon greatly reduced 
the musole oontraotion expeoted trom a olose intra-
arterIal injeQtIon of acetylcholIne. Here the raised 
threshold to acetylcholine is more apparent in the case 
ot exogenous acetyloholine than to the endogenous form. 
Grace Briscoe (1938) has stated that in mild 
curarine pOisonIng, the relatIon between muscle responses 
to graded stimuli 1s not altered, while at the same time 
there is a depression of the absolute magnitude of the 
twitoh tension. Our results show a sOmewhat dIfferent 
relatIonshIp to be the case. 
AccordIng to Paton and Zaimis (1951) curare 
reduoes the end-plate sensitivIty to depolarizing drugs 
luch as aoetyloholine. It 1s t1fty per cent more 
effeotive 1n rais1ng the threshold to aoetylcholine 1n 
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.oleua muscle than in tibialls nllscle. Brown and 
Sarvey (1938) demonstrated an increase 1n s1ze of the 
.eoond of two aotion potentlals trom a musole stlmu-
lated by two very olose, not more than 150 mlll1seoonds 
apart, indirect shocks to the gastrocnem1us muscle ot 
the fowl. Atter tetanlzation, at from 300 to 600 stim-
u1at!ons per second, for ten seconds, the two aotlon 
potentials from the now potentlated response were ex-
aot1y equal in slze. This lndioated to them that, 
following a tetanus, all the flbers were respond1ng to 
each of the stlmull. The oonolusion that was reaohed 
was that 10 the fowl apprOXimately twenty-tive per 
oent ot the muscle at the leg tails to respond by oon-
traotion to a single motor nerve impulse. The first 
indirect shook or series of shooks leaves behind a 
period ot raised excitability whloh lasts about 150 
milliseoonds. The seoond lmpulse then being effeotive 
in setting up a oontraotion ot all the musole fibers. 
~. Deourarlz1ns substanoes. The searoh for 
antl-ourare and ant10hollnesterase compounds has pro-
duoed many congeners of prostlgmtne. Other oompounds, 
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not related structurally, have been found whioh 
possess deourarizing action. Some potent anti-
ourare drugs are ~-hydroxy phenyl trimethyl ammonium 
(3-oH TMPA) and decamethonium. Wascoe et al (1951), 
have shown that 3-0H TMPA and prostigmine produoe 
limilar contraoture-like responses in direot1y stim-
ulated denervated muscle. 
Deoamethonium, a straight chain quaternary 
nitrogen compound, has interesting pharmacological 
properties, Paton (1951). The prinoipa1 effeot of 
this drug appeared at first to be an increase in the 
.ensitivity of the myoneural junction to aoetyloholine. 
This drug 1s able to decurarize as well as to produce 
• curare-like block ot neuro-muscular transmission. 
Its actlon is now thought to be due to its acetyl-
choline-like action in producing a depolarization of 
the end-plate. When administered in excess it produces 
a neuro-musoular blook due to a persistent end-plate 
depolarization. ~ben it follows curare it deourarizes 
due to this depolarIzation effeot. 
!. ~.tatanic effects. Guttman, at &1 (l937) 
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investigated the na ture of' the post-tetanl0 increase 
1n twitch tension in muscle. Feng at al (1937), (1938), 
(1939), who did considerable research in this field, 
a180 attempted to determine the nature of the post-
tetanic potentiation ot twitch tension. In a long 
8erles of papers they have reported on the effects of 
tetanus on neuromuscular transmission in the cat. Feng 
and Li (1941) have reported, using maXimal Single shooks, 
that the phenomena of eserine potentiation and post-
tetanl0 facilltation are essentially similar. They 
interpret both the responses, as being due to a repeti-
tive discharge of the motor nerve endings. 
Guttman et al (1937) believed that there was a 
reserve of energy in the motor unit which was not called 
forth by a low frequency of stimulation. rurthermore, 
Its availability was limited if called forth early in 
fatigue. This was shown bJ a lessening of the post .• 
tetanio facilitation after frequent bursts of tetanus. 
They also showed that there was an optimum enhancement 
due to the tetanus provided the tetanus was not of long 
duration. They localized the phenomenon of post-tetanio 
, 
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enhancement in the myoneural junotion by showlng the 
absence of any post-tetanlc effeot following direct 
stimulation of the oompletely curarized muscle. 
In attempting to explain post-tetanio facillta-
tion, Feng et &1 (1939) stated that the potentiation 
whioh followed tetanus and eserine were allke In every 
detail. They felt that the condltlons brought about at 
the myoneural junction by a tetanus were steadily main-
tained by eserlne and that whatever mechanism was pro-
posed for one should hold for the other. Dun et &1 
(1940) showed that the eserine potentiation of contrac-
tlon in amphlbltil muscle Is dlfferent from that in 
mrumnalian muscle, the retrograde discharges from mammall-
an motor nerve endings under eserine belng absent In am-
phiblan muscle. 
Feng and LI (1941) differentiated the motor 
nerve endings from the rest of the nerve fIbers on the 
basIs of the ability ot the motor nerve endlngs to 
respond repetitively with eserine. They emphasized the 
specialized nature of both parts of the myoneural junc-
tion, the motor nerve endings, and the end-plate, or 
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muscle fiber, portion.. They pointed out that the 
aotion of eserine in myasthenia was probably dual, one 
on the oholinesterases, and the other direotly on the 
motor nerve endings where it transforms & simple motor 
nerve impulse into & repetitive one. This was in 
agreement wi th the previously reported effeot of another 
antioholinesterase, prostigmine, Riker et &1 (1946). 
Investigations on post-tetanic faoilitation by 
Li and Tins (1941) showed that the resPOnse to close 
intra-arterial injeotion of acetyloholine in the period 
of post-tetanic facilitation was irregular. This was 
sometimes an inhibition and at other times a potentia-
tion. The response obtained most frequently with 
acetylcholine injection in the post-tetanic period was 
an abolition of potentiation. An examination of their 
data" and a fact which they did not stress, reveals 
that the inhibitory effect of aoetyloholine is obtained 
follOwing high frequenoy stimulations, 266 per second. 
A non-inhibitory effeot was obtained after a stimulus of 
forty-nine stimulations per seoond. 
They also reported that following a series of 
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eserine potentiated twitches the injection ot acetyl-
choline produced a depression of the musole response. 
This inhibIting effect of eX0cienous acetylcholine was 
also found to oocur durIng quinine potentiation of the 
muscle response, Oester (1939). 
Walker (1951) has shown that post-tetanIc po. 
tentiatlon in rat MUscle Is abolIshed On cooling to 
290 to 200 C. His experiments on the ~ ~ triceps 
surae of the rat at normal body temperature (370C) 
shOwed that the height ot the actlon potential usually 
decreases and seldom Increases under conditions that 
brlng about potentlation ot twitch tension In muscle 
stlmulated through the nerve. Because there Is no good 
evidence that recruitment of addltional fibers or 
repetitive discharge of f1bera oocurs 1n the response 
to single shooks, he has conoluded that the potentiatlon 
1s due in all cases to an increase ot oontractile 
strength in the Oomponent musole fibers. 
!. 011n1cal aspects. The ease of muscle fatigue 
on sustained effort 10 myasthenia has its counterpart 
in the myotonic patIent. One of the olin1cal sJmptoma 
of myoton1a 1s a persistent oontraotion of a muscle 
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after voluntary, meohanioal, or electrical stimulation, 
or even occasionally following a reflex stimulation. 
There is an apparent rigidity, a repetitive response of 
the muscle to a single stimulus, an inoreased sensitivity 
to acetyloholine, and an exquisite sensitivity to me-
ahanioal stImuli. The tanio-like spasm of the oontrac-
tion Is reduoed >vi th repeated movements, but returns on 
resting the muscle. Bremer (1932) records the action of 
• myotoniC muscle (finger flexion) via the ergographic 
response, wherein the smooth voluntary movement is 
facilitated following a prolonded st1mulat1on, and the 
Dl7otonia returns following a per10d of rest. Full 
curarization does not reduce the myotonic response of 
the muscle to meohanioal stimulation, Eyzaguirre et al 
(1948). Microscopically, there is a definite pathology 
ot the muscle fibers, (Case Records, Massachusetts 
General Hospital, 1937) some of the fibers in the same 
lection showing atrophy and some hypertrophy with 
fIbrosis and tat 1nfiltration between the muscle fibers. 
Lindsley et a1 (1936) showed that the after .... oontraction 
of myotonic, .muscle waS aocompanied by aotion potentials. 
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Up to the present time the most useful drug 
in the amelioration of this condition is quinine. 
others, such as ephedrine, potassIum salts, guanidine 
derivatives, etc., have been le88 successful in re-
lief of this syndrome. This action of' qu.in1ne has been 
thought to be due to its ability to suppress repeti ti ve 
muscle responses of all types, Kolb at al (1938). 
The effect of cp inine on muscle has been known 
.ince Santesson (1892) discussed its action on the con-
tractility and irritability of muscle. It i8 only in 
recent years that its beneficial effect in myotonia 
was discovered, Wolt (1\.136). Kennedy at al (1937) 
.howed that prostigmine influenoes unfavorably the 
course of myotonia. Shy et al (1~50), and Mchachern 
(1961), reported that four to five days of cortisone 
therapy completely abolished the repetitive volleys of 
muscle after Single stimuli in myotonia patients. At 
the present time, this effect of cortisone 011 myotonia, 
trom the experimental standpoint, 1s almost completely 
unexplored. Quinine has also been shown to be useful 
1n reducing the myotonic-like response of muscle in rats 
treated with 2,4-D1 cblorphenoxy acetate (2-4-D), a 
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.eed killin8 drug, hyzaguirre et al (1948). 
In summary, it 1s apparent that prostigmine, 
ourare and quinine have apronounoed effect on the 
II1lsole response to indirect stimuli. In the presenoe 
ot these drugs the muscle twItch may be depressed Or 
potentiated. The aotion of cortisone has been reported 
to be ?artially quinine-l1ke in myotonia, McEachern (1~5l). 
It may produoe temporary remission of symptoms in this 
disease. No research on cortisone has been reoorted 
whioh attempts to determine its effeot on neuromusoular 
transmission in the intact animal. Most clinioal re-
ports that are available indicate relief of myotonia and 
aggravation of myasthenia gravis, ()chlezinger (1952). 
Grob and Harvey (1952) have reported On the effect of 
oortisone and AC1'U in patIents suffering with chronic 
arthritis. They described the development of myasthenia 
in a 60 year old woman after prolonged use of cort.1sone. 
This ~vas most unusual because the incidence of myasthenia 
In VJomen is much less than in men and In no known oases 
have symptoms of myasthenia made their fIrst appearance 
80 late in life. 
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We have selected cortisone and quinine for 
investigation In order to be able to compare theIr 
effects on muscle. ¥te believe that any similarity 
1n these effects should be detectable by the teoh. 
n1ques to be described. As a further elaboration of 
thiS study, prostigmine and curare were seleoted tor 
1nvestlgatlon at the same time because or their 
specific and well defined effects on the neuromuscular 
apparatus, and possIble antacionism. to quinine and 
cortisone. 
CHAPT.f:t:R III 
METHODS AND MATERIALS 
The test animal employed was the albino rat. 
Adults, mostly males, of the Sprague-Dawley strain 
weighing between 190 and 400 grams were used. The ani-
malS were anesthetized with intraperitoneal injeotions 
of Dial-Urethane (eiba), 0.1 oubio centimeters per 100 
grams body weight. This anesthetic produced sufficient 
depth and duration of anesthesia for our prolonged ex-
periments. The trachea was oannulated and the internal 
jugular vein exposed wh~n necessary. 
With the animal lying on its Side, a lateral 
inCision was made through the ventral aspeot of the skin 
of the thigh, and the femur and soiatic nerve exposed by 
leparating the biceps femoris and the vastus lateralis 
muscles. The SCiatic nerve was freed from adjacent tissue 
and plaoed. without outting, in the groove of a Harvard-
type electrode. The electrode was immobilized by clipping 
the skin flaps together at the edges of the opening and 
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firmly pressing the eleotrode against the femur clamp. 
'Jlhe femur wBsfixed by this clamp to a rigid support. 
The tendon of the gastrocnemius muscle, with a part ot 
the calcaneus, was then cut and attaohed to an isometric 
type, flat phosphor bronze spring lever. The thread 
from the tendon was attached to the lever arm on the 
writing side ot the fulorum, one-half oentimeter trom 
the axis. The writing arm of the lever was fourteen oen-
timeters in length. The pull of the muscle as it con-
traoted was downwards. The rat's toot up to the heel 
was put in a pieoe of rubber tubing, and olamped by a 
burette olamp to a support. 
The twitohes ot the gastrocnemius in response to 
motor nerve shooks were recorded on a smoked kymograph 
drum. Single or repetitive-type shooks trom an electron-
io stimulator were applied, at either a oonstant inten-
sity, or at graduated values trom sub-threshold to supra-
maximal intenSity. Tetanio stimulation was usually pro-
duced with a ourrent strength, twioe that required tor 
maximal response. A frequency of 100 stimUlations per 
seoond, applied for a period of thirty seconds was used. 
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The electronic neuro-stimulator (Lab-Tronic) was cap", 
able of delivering any voltage from .01 volt to 100 
volts in steps of .01 volts. The duration of the 
electrical pulse could be varied from one-half milli-
second (one-half sigma) to ten sigma in steps of one-
half, one, two, five, and ten sigma. In all the in-
direot stimulation experiments a pulse duration of one-
ba1f sigma was used. However, in making a response curve 
from direot1y stimulated denerVated muscle, various du-
rations of stimulus, up to ten Sigma, were used. The 
neuro-stimulator was monitored by a DuMont oscilloscope 
and found to produce a saw-toothed type pulse. 
In the denervation experiments one oentimeter 
of the sciatic nerve was eXCised, aseptioally, under 
nembutal anesthesia. The animals were allowed two weeks 
of convalescenoe. Degeneration of the nervous COnnec-
tion was assured by attempting stimulation of the muscle 
through its atrophied nerve stump. Since no response to 
such indireot stimulus could be eliCited, the muscle was 
prepared for the experiment. Stimulation of the denerv-
ated muscle was produced by inserting bare number twenty 
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oopper wires into the exposed gastrocnemius muscle. One 
wire was inserted into the belly and the other wire in-
to the tendon of the denervated muscle. l'he skin was 
then replaced about the musole and olipped in place by 
skin olips. The current was led through these two wires 
for direct stimulat10n ot the muscle. The range ot cur-
rent used for direot stimulation was trom ten to 100 
volts. 1n steps of ten volts. As a measure of the pres-
ence or absenoe of the drug aotion, the oontra-lateral 
innervated limb was set up in the same manner and Single 
shocks were applied periodically. Drugs were injeoted 
via the intraperitoneal route, as well as intravenously 
by the jugular vein, depending upon the needs of the ex-
periment. 
In order to study any variation in the aotion 
potentials of musole we made use of the experimental 
prooedure desor1bed above, to whloh we added a method tor 
recording the eleotrioal aotivlty of muscle. A Meditron 
type eleotromyograph was used for the study of the 
muscle action potentials. 
The rat gastrocnemlus musole prepared tor Iso. 
L 
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metrio recording was indireotly stimulated through the 
intact sciatio nerve by a series of graded eleotrioal 
stimuli whioh produoed twitch tensions from weak sub-
maximal through maximal response. Two number four sew-
ing needles insulated except at the extreme tip and sep. 
arated approximately two millimeters were inserted into 
the belly of the gastrocnemius muscle. The aotion po-
tentials of the musole oontractions were led off by means 
of the needle electrodes. If the aotion potential ob-
tained was not a smooth dlphasic one the electrodes were 
reinserted or moved until the Simplest wave form was ob-
tained. This indicated that there was being reoorded the 
eleotrical aotivity of on17 one or at best a small number 
of synchronously firing muscle units. The electrioal ac-
tivity was reoorded by photographing the Visual image pro-
duced on the oathode-ray tube of the electromyograph. 
Sweep times of the cathode-ray tube could be varied from 
ten to two hundred milliseoonds per inch. For the single 
action potentials the usual sweep time waS ten milli-
seconds per inoh. For recording during tetanus the usual 
sweep time was two hundred milliseconds per inch. In 
-eaoh experiment the eleotromyoerams were correlated with 
the oorresponding muscle twitch responses. 
At the start of a typioal experiment we obtained 
a reoord of the action potentials and the twitoh tensions 
ot the indireotly stimulated rat muscle. The indireot 
shooks were then aijusted to produoe a graded series ot 
musole responses trom weak through maXimal. The photo-
graphs obtained of the cathode ray images were enlarged 
and oarefully measured on a projeotion soreen. This 
measurement was facilitated Qy the use ot a calibrated 
gr1d drawn upon the screen. Alterations in the spike 
helghtand the duration of the aotion potential during the 
pre and post-tetanio periods were thus determined. All of 
these experiments were carried out at room temperature. 
The drugs employed were as follows; (1) prostlg-
mine methyl sulfate, 1:2000, (Moffman-La Roche), (2)d-
tubocurarine chloride, 20 units per cubic centimeter, 
(E.R. Squibb & co.), (3) quinine hydrochloride, USP (Merck), 
{4) Cortone acetate, brand of cortisone acetate, (Merck 
• Co.). The neuro-stimulator was a Neuro-Stimulator 
#N-104 made by Lao-Tronics, Inc. ChIcago, Ill. 
~ 
-----------------------------------------------, 
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Forty-sIx rats were used in the prostigmine 
experiments, nineteen rats were used in the curare ex-
pe.rIments, twenty-three rats were used in the ~lnine 
experIments, and twenty-nine rats were administered 
cortisone for varying periods of time. seventy-one were 
used as normal oontrols including fourteen with denervated 
gastrocnemius musole. 
~--------------------~~ 
CHAPTER IV 
RESULTS 
~ Response ~ normal muscle !2 Indlrect ~tim­
ulation. (8, Figure 1). In measuring the response of a 
muscle to an indirect stimulus, i.e., by the applicatlon 
of eleotrical shocks to the motor nerve supplylng that 
muscle, we found a series of stlmuli of graduated strength 
to produoe a reproduoible series of sraded muscle responses, 
A oharacteristic curve, representing the alter-
ations in musole tension following the applicatIon of 
graded Indirect shocks, 1s obtained by plotting the twitoh 
tension on the ordinate versus the applied voltage on the 
abscissa. This response 1s represented in Figure 1 by the 
curve labe lied "8". 'rhis curve pre sents the charaoteris" 
tic inorellse in the response of the muscle tVJltch with in-
creasing strength ot current. 'l'he muscle respunse reaches 
a maximum value following a sharp lnflection In the curve. 
The maximal resoonse is then continued 1n a plateau 11ke 
region, as the stimulus is further increased. 
In the in vivo musole-nerve preparatIon, such as 
--
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Fig.1 Response of rat muscle to a series 
of graded single electric~l shocks app-
lied to the sciatic nerve. 
S- Muscle responses before tetanus. 
*'to 10'- Changes in muscle, twitch resp-
onse at indicated minute intervals after 
tetanus. 
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we have descr ibed , a s eries of such t ension - voltage c .:trves 
may be obtained every few minute s without any ap arent 
change in . the pattern of the res onsa s . The range of the 
graduated stimuli should be such as to i n clude maximal and 
s everal sub"'rnaximal res ponse s . 
B. Effect of tetanus it (Figure 1). After obtain-
--- -, - ' . 
ing a normal graded r esponse curve, t he muscle 1s stirn .. 
ulsted with a standard t e taniZing current, which we shall 
de fine h er e as tha t wh i ch is produced by an electrical 
stimu l ation of 100 shocks per secon d , ap plie d for thirty 
s e c onds , of a current stren gth apprOXimately t wi ce the 
voltage necessary to produce a maximal Simpl e t witch 
res · ons e , and havin a duration of one-half sigma. Follow-
i n g t he a pplicat ion of such a stimulus to the mu s cle, r e-
sumption of the ser ies of graded sin l e shocks, identical 
with t h at of the pre - t e tanic s ori ,6s , will prOd u ce a group 
of t witch tension res ponses which r e flect the post ... t e t al'l. ic 
al t erations 1n muscle . 
A t yo ical experiment is i l lustra.ted in Fi gure 1 . 
Here are plotted the pre and pos t-te tanic res .onse s of the 
indirectly stimulate d gastrocnemius mu s cle of the rat . It 
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Fig.2 Response of denervated rat 
muscle to direct stimulation . 
Effect on muscle tension obtained with 
increased duration of single shocks 
from 0.5 to 10 milliseconds. 
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is apparent that immediately after the tetanus and oon-
tinuing for SOme time thereafter the tension of' the muscle 
twitch, in response to the original series of graded stim-
uli, is oonsiderably altered. 
Post-tetanically, there is an increased response 
to an indirect stimulus, reflected by an increa.sed twitch 
tension. In the first one-fourth minute following tetanus, 
the maximal response of Single twitches was increased by 
apprOXimately 150 per cent of the pre-tetaniC level. This 
potentiation continues, but in decreasing degree for 
approximately five minutes. After ten minutes, the response 
of the muscle has returned to the original level, or is 
only slightly less than the pre-tetanIc oontrol level. Some 
degree of al teration frequently persists up to ten minutes 
after tetanus. ouch a sli~ht decreased response, persisting 
late in the recovery period of the musole, 1s common, but 
not invariably present. 
C. Response of denervated musole to d1rect stirn-
- - _ ........ .0..-................ __ _ 
~lation. (Figure 2). A series of tension-voltage curves 
were obtained frOm rat muscle whioh had been denervated 
tWelve to fifteen days previously. In these ~limals, 
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electrical stimulation of the degenerated sciatic nerve 
produced no response of the muscle. Stimulation was 
therefore of the direct type through tV10 bare copper 
wires inserted into the belly and tendon of the muscle. 
Fitiure 2 shows the response of the denervated 
muscle to direot stimulation. Several hundred times as 
much current was necessary to obtain a response of the 
denervated muscle, which was comparable to that from a 
.imilar, innervated, muscle. The plateau etrect, such as 
was seen in innervated muscle, indirectly stimulated, is 
absent within the limits of our denervated muscle response 
curve. Neither post-tetanio potentiation nor any other 
change, such as sensitivity to prostigmlne, was found to 
be present in the denervated muscle. Therefore, the 
post-tetanio curves are identical with the curves shown. 
The family of curves drawn in Fidure 2, represent the 
changes in twitch tension obtained by 1ncreas1n6 the dura-
tion of stimulus rrom 0.5 sloma to 10 slgma. Increasing 
the duration of the stimulus beyond flve milliseoonds pro-
duced no important increase in twitoh tension. ({Ihis re-
-,ponse or the denervated musole has pOints of s 1:ml1arity 
100 
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Volts 
.50 .60. 70 .80 
Fig.3 Eff~ct of prostigmine on the 
muscle response to a seri es of graded 
indirect shocks. Minutes after injection 
noted on curves. (rat gastr.m.) 
S-Curve represents pre-injection responsa 
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with the res ponse of the innervat e d mllscle under par tial 
curarization (s e Fi ut'e e) . 
D. Ef fe ct 2.f prostlgm lne ~ muscle t wi tch ten-
sion . (Pl gure ~) . The effe ct ·of i ntravenously admlnls-
--t ared prostigmine on the muscle reapons·e I S8 0 rapId tha t 
a method wh ich would r e sult i n slower absorpt i on , the in-
traperitoneal route, was us ed. 'r'nis mode of admi n istra tion 
enable s us to follow I n detail the gradua l ly increasing 
effect o f t h is drug on t he indir e c t l y stimulated muscle 
t wI tch . 
F i gure 3 1s a series o·f t ens lon ... vo l tage curve s 
r ecord i ng the time sequence of the alterations in the 
muscle t 11'J1 tch t ensions f ollo ring a series o f gr aded i nd1-
r eet sh ocks i n a. muscle wh1ch is gr adually be i ng prost i -
minized. The potent1at i ng e f fe c·t o f prost i gm1neappears 
to be unlform t hroughout the entire rang e of atl .. ulat10n 
used , from we ak su b- maxim al , to supra- maximal . Howe ve r , 
extrapolat i on of the cur ve s t o their ori i n On the x- axis 
(pOint of zero response) ; shows that they all or i i na te 
in a rather narrow range on t h is axis . S ince the roa n 1-
tude of this range 1s within t he expe rimen tal err'or of 
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Fig.4o Effect of tetanus on prostigmine 
potentiated muscle twitch tension. 
A- Prostigmine potentiation of twitch 
tensions. 
B- 30 second tetanus 
c- Post-tetanic responses 
Voltage levels of twitch responses indicated 
on curves. 
~--------------------~ 
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such determinations .. we consider that this point of 
zero res ponse is the same for all and has therefore not 
been appreciably altered by prostigmine. 
~ ~tfect ~ tetanus ~ prostisminized muscle. 
(Ficlure 4). During the observations on the develop-
ment of the prostigmine effect, a standard tetanus was 
inter Dosed. Following such a tetanus, the previously 
demonstrated prostigmine potentiation ot the slllgle muscle 
twItches was reduced. After some tIme the musole gradu-
ally approached the pre-tetanIc lovel of potentiated 
response previously produced by prostigmine. In cases 
where the prostigmine effect was waning or disappearing, 
the return of prost1gmine potentiation, as would be ex-
pected, never reached 100 per oent. 
This post-tetanio depress10n of the muscle twitch 
in the prostigmine treated animal was an effect which was 
just the opposite of that seen 1n the non-prostigmine 
treated preparation. 'l'h1s depression of twitch tension 
following tetanus could be repeated as long as the prost1g-
mine potentiation was present. As the prosti~mine effect 
of tWitch potentiation and post-tetanic twitch depression 
pr 
~---------------------------------------------------------------, 
disappeared, there was a return of the normal post-
tptanic potentiation of the muscle response. 'I'his 
phenomenon appeared suffIc1ently Interesting to 1nv8s-
t1gate more thoroughly. !"'igure 4 1s a ~raph of the " 
results of an experiment in wh1ch the effect ot prostig-
mine on the post-tetanic twitches was studied. In th1s 
experiment control tension-voltage curves were obtained 
before prostIgm1ne injectIon. Prost1gmine, 0.2 milli-
grams per kilo~ram, was then administered intraperiton-
'eally. A series ot graded tensIon-voltage responses 
were followed for tive minutes during prostlgm1ne poten-
tiation. These were then plotted as percentages ot the 
control tensions, Fi~re 4 A. The standard tetanus was 
then applied. i'or ten minutes followin& th1s tetanus J a 
similar series of graduated tension-voltage responses 
Vlere again periodically obtained. These re sponses were 
plotted as percentages of the controls and the results 
are shown in Fiejure • c. 
An examination of the curves in l"i(!;ure 4 C 
shows that the first group of ,Jost-tetanic re sponses at 
the various voltages in this preparatIon, have all been 
45 
A 
B 
Fig. 5. Depressant effect of tetanus on post-tetanic 
muscle twitches in (A) prostigmine treated rat (O.2mg/kg 
intraperitoneally), and (B) d-tubocurarine treated rat 
(O.2U/kg intraperitoneally). (Gastroc. m.) 
L 
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depressed. The res')onse to subsequent groups of graded 
at imuli followed for various in tarvals up to ten minutes, 
show a progressive recovery in twitch tension up to 
apprOXimately 90 per cent of the pre-tetan10 level. F'rom 
the results of this experiment, 1t is clear that in the 
prostlgmine-treated animal there exists a definite de-
pression of the muscle response to an Indirect stimulus 
following a tetanus. 
~ Duration ~ East-tetanic depression followini 
2rostlgmln~. (F'igure 5, Figure 6). 'llhe effeot of this 
anticholinesterase on the post-tetanic twitch tension was 
followed for the duration of the drug action in the rat. 
After establishing the normal tension-voltage curve, pro-
stiGmine was injected, 0.2 mg/kg intraperitoneally. At 
approximately ten minute intervals during the effect of 
the drug, we obtained a series of control responses from 
the muscle with a series of graded stimuli. Immediately 
after each group of control responses was obtained, the 
muscle was tetanized with the standard tetanizin~ current. 
At intervals of one-half, one, two, three, five, and 
apprOx.imately eight minutes following the tetanus, we 
B 
c 
2 3 ... 5 6 7 8 910 
Minutes after tetanus 
Fig 6 Changes in the post-tetanic muscle 
twitch in r8t muscle before and after 
prostigmine. i .P. 
A- cefore prostigmine 
8- 20 min. after prostigmine.0.2mg/kg ~ i .p. 
C- 40 min. after prostigmine injection. 
Volts used indicated on curves. 
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r e corded th mu scle r es ponse to a similar s eri es of 
g.r aded stimuli . rrhe kymo r a ph record f r om a ty pical ex-
perim'n t 1s sho m i n Fi ure 5 . 
The post-te t anic t itch t ens ion s vier a theq ca l -
cu lated a.s a percen t of t he control t wi tch t enS i on s in 
the pr e - tetanic p eriod . Any variation from 100 per ce.nt 
r e pr'€sents the alteration in the res anse of the mu sc le 
due to t h t e tanus ". lus or minus any incram nt of pro-
sti 'mi ne potentiatton i n th anima l s . Oreo.chof the 
intervals reoorded , one -{ialf , one , t wo , thr El , f ive, and 
eo! ht minut $ ; such perc.entage rating was obtained. f o.r 
each graded stimulus . As a control measure , the con tra-
la.teral g astrocnemius muso le was attached to another 
isome t r ic musole lever. It \Vas stlm~lated a.t i n t e rvals 
with sine le maxi mal shocks , to determine t he pr e senoe or 
a.bsenc e o f' the prostigm i.ne pot entiation effect, in t he 
abs ence of any tetanus e f f eot , or any fatigue . 
In F i gure 6 , t hree curves wer e oonstructed to 
show the duration of the depressant e f f ect of prostigmi ne ' 
on the post ... t etanic musole t witch tension . In Pi rure 6,. 
A, B, and G, our ves 1, 2 , and :5 , r present the post-
49 
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t 
Fig.7 Alteration in the shape of the tetanvs · 
curve ' following injection of prostigmine in 
the rat (gastr.m.) 
At arrow injection of prostigmine,O.2 mg/k~i .p . 
Each tetanus curve produced by the application 
of a tetanizing current to the sciatic nerve, 
(IOOsti/sec for 30 sec) 
Lettering described in text. 
tetanic rf:sponses at different voltage levels calcula-
ted as a percentage of the pre-tetanic temsions. Graphs 
B and C wore made at different times during the presenoe 
of the drUe'l_ An inspeotion of these results shows that 
in the presence of prost1grnlne, the pos t-tetan lc muscle 
resoonse at all levels of stimUlation is oonsistently 
less than in the normal animal. 
~ ChanQes ~ ~ tetanic o~ntraction curve ~ 
~ presence ~ prosti~ine. (Figure 7). We also re-
corded the changes in the shape of the tetanus ourve 
during the prostigmine action. Floure 7 illustrates, 
pro6resslvely, the pronounced alteration of this tetanio 
contraction following the injection of' prostlgmine. The 
last curve at the right in this fi6ure was obta1ned 
shortly before the prostigmlne effect had disappeared. 
Prominent characteristics of the tetanus ourve following 
prostigmine are as follows: 
A - a deorease in the maximum height 
B - failure of the curve to return to the 
original height 
C - the early appearanoe of a rapid relaxation 
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Fig.8 Effect of i.p. injection of d-Tubo-
curarine(0.2u/kg) on the rat muscle twitch. 
Note gradual straightening of the muscle 
response curve with increasing curarization. 
s- Response curve before injection of d-Tc. 
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phase followed by a secondary rise which 
is not seen in the pre-prostigmine tetanus 
D - the gradual disappearance of this early 
relaxation phase 
E • the appearance of another peak in the 
tetanus curve toward the end ot the response 
H. The etfect of d-tubocurarine on the muscle 
.... ........................ - ................... - ......... 
response. (Figure 8). In order to oarry out a detailed 
study ot the slow onset of curarization the intraperi-
toneal route of adrl'linistratlon was seleoted. The method 
of graded stimulation was used to determine the effect of 
d-tuboourarine on musole twitoh tenSion. 
In a suitably prepared rat, a normal graded 
response ourve was obtained for the gastroonemius muscle. 
D-tubocurarine, 0.2 units per kilogram, was then injeoted 
intraperi tone ally • When the action of the drug produoed 
respiratory difficulty the experiment was terminated. 
At regular intervals during the absorption of the drug a 
series of muscle responses to indirect stimuli was ob-
tained. The twitch tensions were then plotted in the 
usual tension-voltage diagram, (Figure 8). From this 
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Minutes ~fter tetanus 
Fig.9 Changes in the post-tetanic twitch 
response of muscle after d-Tubocurarine, i .p. 
A- Preinjection post-tetanic potentiation. 
8- Post-tetanic responses 25 min.after 
cH"c.O.2 u/kg.i.p. 
C- Post-tatan i c responses 65 min. after d-Tc 
injection. 
Volts applied indicated on curves. 
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figure it may be seen that in pro6ressive curarization 
the response to graded stimuli is converted from a 
curvilinear response to a straight line res onse, at 
least within the range of voltages used. This linear 
response is in some respects similar to the response ob-
tained with denervated muscle (1"igure 2). Of course 
with denervated muscle, the expected difference 1n 
strength of stimulus is seen. 
l.! Duration .2! East-tetanic depression !!! 
curarized muscle. (lo'igure 9, figure 10). In another 
experiment, of longer duration, after obtaining the nor-
mal pre-tetanic and post-tetanic graded responses of the 
muscle, we injected d<llliltubocurarine, 0.2 units per kilo-
gram intraperitoneally. At regular intervals thereafter, 
we obtained a record of the pre and post-tetanic respons-
es. The post-tetanic changes were followed for five 
minutes at post-tetanus intervals of one-half, one, two, 
three, and five minutes. 'I'he post-tetaniC twitch ten-
sions Wf'lre then computed as a per cent of the control 
pre-tetanic twitch tensions for the corresponding graded 
stimuli. The curves in F'iciure 9 show how the individual 
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Fig.IO Curve A illustrates depression 
of post-tetanic twitch potentiation 
in rat muscle in the presenceof d-Tubo-
curarine. 0.2 u/kg. i .p.( at zero time). 
B- A series of myograms from the sama 
preparation showing early effect of 
d-Tc on muscle tetanus. 
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musole twitch responses, following the tetanio stimula-
tion are altered. It is readily apparent from an in-
speotion of these curves that there exists a post-
tetanic depression of the muscle response in the par-
tially ourarized muscle. This 1s in many respects sim-
ilar to the post-tetanic depression of twitch tension 
seen in the prostlgmine preparation. The kymograph record 
of Figure 5 graphically illustrates this depression of 
the post-tetanic muscle twitch in t he partially curarized 
rat. The degree of this depression of post-tetanic 
twitch tension was followed during the course of the cur-
arization and is illustrated in F'idure 10 A. 'l'he effect 
of d-tubocurarine on the tetanic contraction 1s also 
shown in F'igure 10 B. 
~ Effect ~ 9Hinine ~ muscle resp?nse. 
(Figure 11). Quinine hydrochloride (MerCk) in dosage from 
twenty milligrams per ldlodram to 200 milligrams per kilo-
gram was injected intraperitoneally, and in some experi-
ments intravenously, into anesthetized rats. After one 
to two hours, the gastrocnemius muscle was subjected to 
the usual pre and post-tetanic graded stimuli. 
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Fig. II Effect of quinine on post-tetanic 
potentiation in rat muscle. 
Rat A- Two injections of quinine, IOOmg/kg, 
16 hours prev i ously, and 50mg/kg) one hour 
before begining of experiment. 
Rat 8- Qu i nine 20mg/kg, i . p., 
Rat C- Quinine 200mg/kg, i.p. 
Volts used indicated on curves. 
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The per cent alteration in the muscle twitoh 
to a series of graded stimuli applied to the motor 
nerve after a standard tetanus, is shown in F'ioure 11. 
An examination of these post-tetanic changes shows that 
in the quinine treated animals, the weak sub-maximal, 
and the intermediate sub-maximal responses of the muscle, 
behaved dIfferently from the normal post-tetanic recovery 
course. In the quinine treated animals, the resPOnses to 
stimuli producing sub-maximal twitch tensions were de-
pressed following tetanus, and often failed to return to 
the pre-tetaniC levels. F'allure to maintain a tetanus 
was also observed during the period of quinine effect. 
K. Effect of cortisone administration on 
- - -
muscle res~)onse. ( Figure 12). A group of rats was in-
jected daily for various periods ot time with cortisone. 
The dose varied from one rnilligram per kil0ciram, per day, 
per rat, to five milligrams per kilogram, per day, per 
rat. After courses ot treat!nent from three to eight days 
duration, they were subjected to the pre and post.tetanic 
muscle response test. The post-tetanic course of the 
responses, calculated in the same manner as those repre-
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Fig. 12 Effect of cortisone injections on 
post-tetanic twitch potentiation in rat 
muscle. (gastr.) 
Rat A- 8 daily injections. 
Rat B- 3 daily injections. 
Rat c- 5 daily injections. 
3 mg/kg 
3 mg/kg 
3 mg/kg 
Volts applied indicated on curves. 
i .m. 
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sented in Fieiures 6, 9, and 11, is shown in Fioure 12. 
An eXa..'flination of these graphs shows that the post-
tetanic COllrse of the muscle response in these animals 
was different from the normal. There is a definite 
delayed return of the submaximal responses to pre-
tetanio levels. This depression is not so pronounced 
in rat A who appeared more refractive to the treatment. 
The tetanus curve was not signifioantly altered. There 
was no pronounoed inability to maintain a tetanus. We 
did observe that under high dosage treatment, five milli-
grams per kil0clram, or more, per day, there was an 
oooasional death. The animals moved about les8 than the 
normal rats and appeared partly catatonic • 
.&!. Effeot .2! tetanuB .2!l ~ actiop 20tential .2! 
normal !.!! muscle. (Figure 13, F'lgure 14, Figure 15). 
After obtaining a reoord ot the action potentials of a 
series of responses of the muscle to graded stimuli, a 
tetanizing current of 100 shooks per seoond, at tVlioe 
maximal strength, and of thIrty seconds duration, was ad-
ministered. At definite time intervals after cessation of 
the high frequency tetanizing current, a similar series at 
61 
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following tetanus. 
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graded single shocks was 8.dain introduoed. 
:From photographs of the cathode ray images, 
tWO oharaoteristios of the aotion potential were 
measured, one, the spike hei3ht, and two, the duration 
of electrical activity. These two v8l"iables were eaoh 
plotted as a function of either the stimulating current, 
or of the time following tetanus. 
Figure 13 is a graph of the pre-tetanio electrio-
al aoti vi ty ot the musole in res :,onse to a series of 
graded indireot shooks, as well as the eleotr1oa1 aotiv-
ity at one, three, and five minutes following a tetanus, 
The most striking response tor several minutes following 
the tetanus, is the depression ot the spike height through-
out the stimulus range. Reoovery usually ooourred in five 
minutes. 
Further inspeotion of ~'igure 13 reveals that in 
the pre-tetanio period the variation of the spike ampli-
tude with inoreasing st lmu1us approximates in form the in-
orease in muscle tension as seen in the ourve S of Figure 
1. Rosenblueth et al (1940) have shown that this in-
orease in the spike amplItude of the aotion potential is 
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Fig.14 Changes in electrical activity 
associated with muscle twitches following 
tetanus in normal rats. in cortisone 
t rea te d rat s • 3m g / kg / day. and i n rat s 
injected with quinine. 20mg/kg . i.p. 
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111 linear relationshIp to the increase 10 muscle ten-
From F'1~'1lre 14 it may be seen that in the nor-
mal animal the duratIon of the total electrical activ-
ity, RT, undergoes a slight alteration following tetanus. 
There 1s a s11ght decrease in duration of the action po-
tential imnediately atter tetanus, followed by a rise to 
slightly above the control level. 
From Figure liS, and Fioure 14, it 1s apparent 
that the effect of tetanus 1s greater on spike amplitude 
(A) than on duration of electrical activity (RT). The 
cathode ray tube traoe of the action potentials trom 
normal rat muscle 1s shown in Fi6ure 15. The muscle was 
stimulated with a tw1ce maximal response current through 
its motor nerve at trequencies of twenty-five, fifty, and 
100 stimulations per seoond. Note the sustained ampli-
tude of the action potential. 
!!L:. !!:!..effect 2.! prostiLimine 2!! ~ action 
potential of rat muscle. (Figure 16). The effect of 
--
prostigmine on the myograph1c res ponse to s iugle indireot 
shocks to the gastroonemius musole of the rat is to pro-
Fig. 15 Action Potentials from normal 
rat muscle.(gastroc.). Indirect sti-
mulation. (Dial-Urethane anesthesia) 
A- 25 stimulations per second. 
B- 50 " "" 
c- 100 
I 
, , , , , , 
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duce a sharp inorease in tV/! tah tension. This increase 
is soon redUCe(l to a level somewhat lower than the peak 
resoonse and is represented on the kymograph record as 
a maximum peak tension within the first few minutes 
after administration of the drug. 
In Fioure 16 is shovt'n the electrical activity 
and the representative mechanical 1'8S00nSe of the rat 
gastrocnemius muscle to a series of graded indirect stim-
uli following treatment ;rrith prostigmine. After adminis-
tering prostlgmine, 0.2 mg/kg, intraperitoneally, and 
continuing the stimulation by the application of maximal 
indirect shocks to the motor nerve at the rate of one 
per second. we obtained a photographic record of the 
aacompanying action potentials of the muscle. Varia-
tions in the form of these action potentials are e:;raphed 
in .r'ic:<;ure 16. In this figure, curve A represents the 
soike amplitude, curve BS the duration of the first di-
phasic action s;:Jike, and curve RT the total duration of 
eleotrioal aotivity. 
From an examination of these curves there appears 
to exist a correlation between the increase in muscle . 
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tension and the inoreased duration of electrical 
aotivity (RT). This prolongation of electrical activ-
ity appears to take place at the expense of the spike 
amplitude, (A). An interesting aspect of the response 
is that the duration of the first diphasic spUce, (RS), 
1s praotically unaltered throughout. 
When the prostigmine potent1ation reached a 
maximum and steady state, a tetanus of the type stan-
dard1zed 1n our experiments was interposed. Single 
maxImal shooks were again applied to the motor nerve and 
the aotion potent1als of the musole were recorded. These 
indireot single shooks were repeated at ree;ular intervals 
tor five minutes. 
In F'igure 16 the alterations 1n the actlon po-
tential following a tetanus are plotted. rrhe total 
duration of eleotrical activity, (RT), is decreased, 
whereas the spIke height, (A) is increased in amplitude. 
In three minutes both increase in magnitude to a maxi-
mum and then fall sli3htly. Curve RS, which represents 
the duration of the first dlphasio aotion potential, 1s 
still of constant magnitude. 
Fig.11 Effect of qUinine on the muscle 
action potential in the rat ,.(gastr . m.). 
A IB , Electrical responses to indirect 
stimulation 15 minutes after quinine 
, 50 mg/kg, i . p •. (IOO sti/sec,at cathode 
sweep times of 30 msec/inch,A ,and 200 
msec/inch,B ) . 
A', B '~ Electr i cal response one hour 
after quinine injection . (Stimulation fre-
quency .and sweep times same as in A B I 
calibration aa indicated) 
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The most signifioant ohange in the eleotrical 
response following a tetanus, appears to be a de-
pression of the total durH.tion of eleotrical aotivity 
followed by a significant rebound to pre.tetanic levels. 
This was still undergoing ohange at the end of the five 
minute observation period. 
~ !h! effect £! guinine ~ !h! ~lectrical 
aotlvitl £! !!! muscle. wben quinine 1s administered to 
-
a rat 1n the dose of twenty mg/kS, intraperitoneally, 
the effect is to depress the amp11tude of the aotion po-
tential of Single muscle twitohes. Larger doses depress 
the action spike still turther and when the dose of 
quinine reaches a toxio level the spike has been de-
pressed a total of about eighty per cent. 
The effect of a tetanus on the muscle of the 
quinine treated rat 1s a prolonged depression of the 
action potential of musole twitches, Figure 14. Post-
tetanic recovery of the spike a.Y\'lpl1tude is very slow in 
the quinine trea~ed animal. 
In F'i~ure 17, A, B, is shown the effect ot 
quinine in altering the muscle action potential during 
Fig.IS Effect of chronic cortisone 
tre~tment on the mu sc le action potential 
in the rat.(gastr.m.) 
Action potentials during tetanus at 
100 sti/sec through the sciatic nerve. 
A- Rat 7-19-52, five daily injections 
8- Rat 7-17-52, 
c- Rat 7-16-52, 
~ll dose levels at 3mQ/kg/day. 
0- Normal rat 
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b1e;;h frequency stimulatIon. l<'urther absorption of 
the drue depresses still further the ability of the 
muscle to maintain its electrical activity during 
tetanus. Oit5ure 17 A f B t ) • 
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o. Effect ~ daily cortisone injections ~ ~ 
elect.lcal response of rat muscle. (Figure 14 and 
... ----- ............ 
Figure 18). A series of rats treated with cortisone, 
three ms/ks intramuscularly, daily, for from five to 
ten days were subjected to the standardized experimental 
procedure of pre andp:>st-tetanip indirect stimulation 
of the muscle. 'rhe amplitude (A), and duration (RT), 
of the action potentials of the muscle were determined 
for the pre and post-tetanic periods. The averages for 
the one minute, three minute, and five minute post-
tetanic intervals were obtained and the results are 
shown in Fi6ure 14. This graph. shows the delay in re-
covery of the depressed action potentials after tetanus 
1n the cortisone treated animals as compared to the re-
covery course of the action potential 1n the normal 
animal. 
Figure 14 shows the almost comolete recovery of 
r 
----------------------------------------------------------~ 
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the post-tetanic depressioa of the aotion potential 
in the normal animal to pre-tetanic levels within 
five minutes. 
This comparison demonstrates that a tetrulus 
depresses the sp1ke height and duration of the action 
potential in the cortisone treated animals to a ~reat-
81" extent mid for a longer period than in the normal 
animal. 
In Figure 18 is shown three oathode ray tube 
traces of the eleotrical response of rat muscle to a 
standard tetanus in animals which had undergone corti-
sone injections, three maiks, dal11, for five days. 
The inability of the muscle to mam taln the amplItude of 
the action potential 1s ev1dent. These responses should 
be compared with the resoonses obtained from normal an-
imals, flciure 18 D. 
t- Etfec~ 2.! guin1ne. ,erostielne, ~ 
~-tubocurarin! ~ ~ muscle ~oti?n potential durinS 
tetanus. (Figures 17, 19, and 20). In the previous ex-
periments the effect of' various agents on the rf.lUscle 
twitch and the electrical activity of muscle were de-
Fig.19 Muscle action potential responses 
with increasing frequencies of indirect 
stimulation in the presence of prostig-
mine,0.2 mg/kg, i .p. 
From top to bottom. 10.20.30.50. 100.and 
200 stimulations per second . 
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ter~ined during the pre cld post-tetanic periods. An 
observation which we teel is of great interest is the 
effect of the above agents on the electrical response 
of muscle during the early period of rapid repetitive 
stimulation. 
A constant and specific finding during the 
period of action of these three drugs was the ob-
servation that during stimulation with a frequency of 
100 stimulations per second the action potential of the 
muscle was reduced to almost zero level after the first 
few shocks. This rapid depression of the electrical ac-
tivity during tetanic stimulation was oorrelated with 
the myogram responses wh10h showed a marked inability 
of the muscle to maintain a contractial.. 
If one examines these muscle action potentials 
of the first few milliseconds during the applic at ion of 
a tetanizing current to the motor nerve an interesting 
phenomenon is seen. The diphasic spike res;.>ouse to the 
first stimulus may have a normal amplitude Which is, 
however" progressively reduced in the succeeding shocks 
until, by the fou rth or fifth shock, 1 ts s..'11pli tude may 
be reduced to almost zero levels. 
Fig.20 Muscle action pot ential r esponses 
with incre asing frequencies of indirect 
stimulation durin g partial curarization. 
From top to bottom ; 20. 50. 100 , and 
200 stimulations per second 
., 
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muP~RV 
DISCUSSION 
In determining the ettect ot pharmacological 
agents whioh have a locus ot aotion on muscle it 1s gen-
erally considered that supra-maximal atimuli produce the 
most useful form of muscle response. We haTe ahown br the 
reproducibility and the regular character at the tension-
Toltage response curves that a graded seriea ot voltages 
Is suitable for tollowing alterations 1n auscle response 
and will proTide considerably more intormation than supra-
maximal stimuli alone. 
We have demonstrated, wlth the method ot graded 
stimuli, that it is possible to tollow, in e roughly 
quantitative manner at least, alterations in the response 
of indirectly stimulated muscle. 
For purposes ot disoussion and ease in handling 
the data we have divided the response of musele into 
three areas, the weak sub-maximal. the moderate sub-
maximal, (roughly 75 per cent of maximal) and the maximal 
response areas. !Bese regions, we believe, cover the 
important response patterns of musole. We have implemented 
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the study ot these patterns by setting up tamilies of 
tension-voltage ourves. These ourves represent the re-
sponses ot muscle from the weak SUb-maximal region, through 
the area ot maxlmalresponse. 
An illustration ot the sensitivity ot thls teoh-
nique is shown by our experienoe w1th the etfeot of sever-
ing the central oonneotion ot the sQiatio nerve. It the 
rat gastroonemius ausole 1s st~Ulated at regular intervalS 
with a series ot single graded eleotrioal shooks through 
its intact motor nerv., the solat10, the respoDses of the 
musole quickly reach max1JDum values. 'l'he tension produoed 
by the musole at the various levels ot stimulation may then 
be plotted 8S points on a sharply rising ourve. This series 
otsingle graded shooks to the motor nerve mey be repeated 
every tew minutes during theoourse ot several hours without 
signitioant alteratlon ot the response pattern. It now 
the soiatic nerve 1s out between the point ot oontact ot 
the stLmulating electrode and the spinal oord, the subse-
quent muscle twitches will show an immedlate alteration in 
response. These changes, tor the most part are aD increased 
sensltivity to low threshold stlmull and are there tore most 
noticeable in the pattern ot the responses to sUb-maximal 
[-------------------. 
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stimuli. This change 1n the tenslon-voltage response curve 
01' the musole indicates an altered threshold of response 
to an indlreot stimulus. It we tollow the tension-voltage 
ohanges during several hours'tollowing nerye section we 
will note that these ourves, especially the responses to 
sub-maximal stimuli, take on a new cont1guratlon Which 
re1'leots this altered sensitivity 01' the .usole. !he 
change in response is usually one 01' 4eorease4 threshold, 
tendlng to shift the Musole response CUM'e to the lett in 
Figure 1, 1. $., toward the region 01' d80re88ed at1av.lus 
ourrent. With supra-maximal abooks' this shltt ot the sub-
maximal response is not ordinarii,. apparent. The.e important 
alterations in the oTerall reaponae 01' the muscle toll owing 
severanoe 01' the soiatic nerve led UI, in order to simulate 
as olosely as possible normal cond1t10ns. to make use of 
the preparation with the nerTe in cOAt1nulty wltb the spinal 
oord rather than the sectioned nerve preparation. 
In the u1a our e%})eraents, where they are 
similar to the previously reported. work, haTe reatfirmed 
the previous tlnd.1ngs on the oourse 01' the post-tetanio 
faoilitation in the nerve musole preparation. 
r;-----. 
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1;.- Itteot g! $'tl9'! Ja. sa. normal !AWl. Our 
experimental results with the phena.enoll at post.tetanic 
taoili tation are charted in Figure 1. '!'his figu.re is a 
series ot ~es representing the course ot the normal post-
tetanic response 1n the gastroonemius ausole ot the ~8t by 
means of a series ot graded stimuli. Froa an examInat10n 
of this particular data the tollowing observations may be 
made: (1) twitoh potentiation after tetanus is greatest 
wi th a supra-maximal stimulus, (2) responses to sub-maximal 
stimuli are,tirst depressed and then slow17 potentiated, 
(:3) when the potent1ated responses to su.pra-manIll81 stimuli 
have begun to SUbside, the responses to sub-axlmal stimulI 
are still being potentiated. 
When considering the onset ot etteot. rate of 
reoovery, and the course ot the facilitatIon phenomenon. in 
normal m.usole, the above obs8Ffll.tloas point to a dual nature 
of post-tetanIc faoilitation. Ia the no~ an1msl, post-
tetanic potentiatIon does not ua1tor.aly taoilitate the 
response to all strengths ot etill'llt bu! m.ore slowly- poten-
tlatea responsea to sub-maximal ettaul!. !he mUScle twitch 
tension i8 uniformly elevated. especially to sttauli at 
the BUlximal level. The duration of thes. Change. following 
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a tetanus, 8S studied in the response ot a muscle to single 
stimuli applied to the motor nerve, may persist up to ten 
minutes. Such a long lasting ettect lndicates that more 
than a s~le increase 1n aoetylohollae has ooourred, slnoe 
any exoess aoetyloholine would 'e expeoted to be readily 
hydrolyzed bJ the .sterase present 1a tbe tissue. It Is 
most likely that other tunctional ehangea, In eIther recep-
tors, or motor nerve endIngs, or both, may take plaoe follow-
ing a tetanus. 
Speoulation on the origin ot the alterations in 
muscle twitch tension following a tetanus leads us to 
enumerate a tew ot the possible mechanisms by whioh these 
changes may be mediated: 
(1) Inoreased produotion ot acetylcholine at 
motor nerve endings. 
(2) Inaotivation or inhibition ot cholinesterase. 
(l) FacilItation ot neuro-.musoular tranam1salon 
through altered threSholds. 
(4) Alteration ot muscle sensitivlty. 
(5) Inoreased contraotility ot musole subatance. 
(6) Reorui\ment ot musole tibers. 
t?) Asynchronous tiring ot musole fibers. 
($) Tbe ionic ettect of potassium-sodium transter. 
The role ot mechanisms numbers four and five, 
whioh are seen to be peripheral efteotor oell ohanges, 
should be presumed minimal because of our observation that 
post-tetanic taci~itation is absent in denervated muscle. 
Walker (19;1) believes. that mwtele contractility 
may be increased following a tetanus. It this be so it 
must be mediated through some neural mechen1 ... 
Potentiation ot the meohanioal :respoye ot a 
muscle following a tetanus is apparently pl'Oduce40llly 111 
the presenoe ot a non-degenerated n~~usoular 8,Ystam. 
Indirect evidenoe in support of this theory is the failure 
ot denervated muscle 1n our experiments to p~duoe a post-
tetanic Inorease in muscle response to dIrect stimulation, 
as well as the inability ot an antlchollD.esterase, pro-
stigm1ne, to potentiate the responee ot aenerTBted muscle •. 
Direot tetanio sttaulation of muscle wbich retains Its 
normal innervation, results in the ,,.,leal post-tetanio 
potentiation of the muscle twitch. 
At present the mechanism of these post-tetanic 
alterations is tUlknown. Within ll.m1ts, however, we can 
state that the eleotrical changes in our preparations have 
8) 
persisted for periods about equal to the duration ot the 
myogram. ohances. 
The maximal post-tetanic potentiation of rs.t 
muscle is paradoxically accompanied by a depression ot the 
amplitude ot the action potential. Tonese anomalous re-' 
sponses can be brought into oontormity only when we realize 
that the prooess ot depolarization ot a muscle tiber implies 
s breakdown ot the semi-permeability ot the membrane. The 
movement ot potassium ions trom their intraoellular site 
to the outside of the muscle tiber is effected at almost the 
same time that sodiwn ions travel Inerds. We have observed 
during a thirty second tetapua that the bio-electrlc 
phenomenon. the muscle aotion potential, is conslderably 
reduoed 1n amplitude at the end ot the st1a.ulatlon. Might 
not this transter of ions in both direotions p1"Oduoe suffi-
oient oonoentration ohanges to aocount tor the ob"ene4 
eleotrioal and .raeChanioal a1 ter8.tion8 ot the Iluaole response 
on an inotropio basis? 
A positive answer to th1s que.tlon would have to 
take into acoount the observation that denerYated musole, 
st least 10 days atter seotion or its motor nerve, 1s no 
longer susceptible to post-tetanio potentiation. 
We have observed that section ot the motor nerve 
during stimulation produoes at Onoe wide alterations In the 
sUb-maximal response reglon of the auscle twitch. Again 
we ask, may not the nervous con tinutt,. be important tor 
mainta1ning the b1oeleotrio m.embrane potential at pre-
determined h1gh levels? 
We hay. also observed that anoxla produced b.Y 
olosing the traohea 0'1 the rat May yleld an inorease in the 
muscle twitoh tension 1n the sub-maximal response region. 
This response is interesting, sinoe it has been reported 
that depolarization 0'1 nerve by potassium liberation may be 
produced during anoxia, Shanes and Brown (1942), and Gerard 
(1930) • 
I.. Electrical aotlntl .Y. nolMl rat muscle. In 
the response 0'1 normal rat muscle to inoreasing strength 
0'1 incUre.' ~.t1mu.lationt it _s on.m,d that the electrical 
spike height varied in a parallel maoner with muscle tenSion. 
The total du.ration 0'1 electrioal aoti'Y1t7. however, ft8 only 
sligbtly altered during the pre-tetanic series ot graded 
shocks. After tetanus the tollowing ehanges in the action 
potential were noted: (Figures 13 and 14.), (1) spike 
height was depressed throughout the range ot stimulation. 
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(2) reoovery of the spike amplitude was praotioally oomplete 
in five minutes, (3) the total duration ot eleotrioal act1v-
ity during maximal stimulation, Figure 14., was slowly in-
oreased to approximately 15 per oent more than the pre-tetanic 
level. The period ot time invol v94 in the reOO'9'e17 trom 
the tetanus, indioated by the slow return to no~mal ot the 
eleotrioal phenomena, leads us to believe with others that 
ohanges in the oonoentration of ions at the 8vtaee ot 
musole fibers may be responsible tor the potential ohanges 
observed. The most likely iODS involved being potassium 
and sodium ions .. 
Brown and Euhler (1938) have shown that this 
d1a1nution in uplltude ot the aotion potential 1a mam-
, 
malian musole following tetanus is probably due to a 
depolarization of the mammalian musole tibers and not to 
a deorease in number ot musole tibers respoadlng. 
It appears trom the aboTe findIngs, and tram the 
findings of others. that following a tetanus some alteration 
ot chemical mediators, either through an inorease or de-
crease 1n their quantity. at the surtace of membranes or 
in oells may oocur. '!'hese OhElJlges may lead to an alteration 
in the response threshold ot myoneural or muscle receptor 
el •• ents thereb,y producing an apparent alteration in muscle 
S6 
sensit1vlt,.. 
Q.. Etteo\.e! R,£9ItlWae. Some of the prom.inent 
well knoTm eftects of prostlsm1ne on the muscle response 
in the intaot animal are, a potentiation of the twitch 
tenslon, an inability to maintain a tetanus, and a repetitive 
firing of the muscle action potential in response to a 
single stimulus. 
An examination ot the family of ourves in Figure 
4 demonstrates the depressant ettect ot a tetanus on the 
subsequent musole twitohes in the prostlgm1nlzed animal. 
In addition, Figure 4 A. these ourves appear to lndioate 
that prostigmine potentiates the responses to certain 
strengths of stimuli to f.l greater extent than others. How-
ever, this may be an artifaot due to the geometry ot the 
tension voltage curves. 
In another type of' exper1.m.ent the degree of depres-
sion of the post-tetanio response following prostlgm1ne was 
oorrelated with the amount of 4rus etteot present. In 
Figure S the oourse of the post-tetanic depl:'ession of the 
muscle twitch during various levels of prost1gm1ne efteot 
was followed and a graph of the reaul ts is given. 
loth prostigm1ne and tetanie stimulation result 
in a potentiation ot twitch tension. The family of curves 
in Figure 3.wh1ch depiot the alteration of the muscle 
twitches under the potentiat1ng action of prostigmine should 
be oompared with the responses obtained during the poten-
tiation periOd following a tetanus in normal muscle, (Figure 
1). A tetanus has a variable effect on. the m.uscle response 
depending upon the strength of the individual twitch stimuli 
whereas prostlgm1ne potentiates all musole responses, what-
ever the strength of stimulus. 
We have shown, as well as others. that when a 
tetanus is introduoed during the period of proatlgm1ne 
potentiation of the musole twitoh, that the sucoeeding 
twitohes in response to single shooks, instead ot being 
further potentiated. as in the normal animal, will be de-
pressed. Return of the potentiated response usually occurs 
within five minutes. Thus there are at least two dissimilar-
ities between the potentiation of twitch tension whioh 
tollows a tetanus and the potentiation ot the musole twitoh 
which ocours following prostlPl11e 1l1jeotlon. 
~. Itteot 2t BEostlsm1ne sa ~~ectrical activltx 
.9! .m.ua0le. Prostigmine produoed an immediate deorease 1n 
the amplItude ot the musole action potential syike while 
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at the same time the duration ot electrical activitr was 
considerably increased. (Figure ~). After the prostig-
minized muscle had been subjected to a tetanus, resumption 
of maximal single shocks was accompanied by an increase in 
spike height and a marked reduction of duration of the 
electrical activity. The duration curve (RT) rebounded in 
three minutes to a hIgher value and then followed closely 
the slow fall of the spike amplitude. 
An important observation in the prostigm1ne treated 
rat is that there appears to be a relationship between the 
muscle twitch tension and the total duration of the action 
potential of the muscle. 
It Is evident that in the prost1gm1ne treated 
animal the increase in twitch tension is well correlated 
with total electrical aotivity and not oorrelated with spike 
8rnpll tude. 
Another l,mp0J.-tant finding during the oourse of 
the prostigndne effect Is that the duration of the first 
diphasl0 aotion spike is unchanged throughout the wide 
alterations Wldergone by other parts of the aotion potent1al. 
This leads us to believe that propagation of the bioeleotric 
potential 01' the muscle f1ber is not altered in the presenoe 
of prostlgm.1ne. 
1. Effect.2.t d-tuboourarlne. Follomng the 
injection of d-tubocurarine, the tension-voltage curves ot 
the muscle, in response to graded stimuli, aho", the onset 
of a characterist1c depression of the muscle response, 
Figure 8. 
An oxamination ot this family ot curves indiCAtes 
that d-tubocurarine may exert a selective effect on factors 
affecting musole response. The rapid reoruitment ot muscle 
fibers, as seen in Figure 1, neoessary to produoe a steep 
gradient of rise in musole ta.o.sion with inoreasing strength 
of st~uli is the first response 1nh1blted. The responses 
to weak sub-maximal stimuli are also the earliest to dis-
appear. The tinal set ot readings taken in the almost 
oompletely curarized animal shows that the residuum ot the 
contraotion resulting from the graded stimuli, as we approaoh 
oomplete ourarization, may be plotted along a straight line. 
This response 1s seen to be quite similar to that obtained 
trom denervatad muscle, (Figure 2). in Whioh the rapid 
reoruitment of muscle fibers is inhibited and the muscle 
tension is a direot funotion ot the stimulating current. 
A low gradient of rise in muscle tension With increasing 
strength ot stimulus 1s therefore a oharaoteristic feature 
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of denervated. and partially curarized muscle. 
An interesting observation in the partially 
curarized animal is a post-tetanic depression of the muscle 
twitch s1m1lar to that seen in the prostlgm1ne treated 
animal, Figure 5. "1fhis is an unusual finding in view of 
the faot that these drugs have diametricallY opposite 
effects on muscle tension in the non-tetanized muscle. This 
post-tetanic depression of the muscle response in the 
partially curarized animal may be the result of one or 
more of the following mechanisms: (1). a depres.ed sensi-
tivity or alteration in the activity of musole receptors 
to acetylcholine, (2), decreased liberation ot aoetyl ... 
choline by the motor nerve endings, (), exposure of new 
reoeptor sites thereby increasing the net curarization 
effeot. 
The effect of d-tubocurarine on the muscle action 
potential may be seen during indirect, rapid repetitive 
stimulation of the "partially curarized muscle, Figure 20. 
Within the first three to four shooks during tetanus, the 
action potential is reduced to almost zero value. 
1. IU'tect!l! guinine. The muscle of the quinine 
treated animal is unable to maintain a tetanus. There is 
r-=----------------~ 
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also a oonoo.m1tant inability of rat muscle to maintain the 
amplltude of the muscle twitch aotion potential after 
quinine treatment; also during and following 1J1direct high 
frequenoy stimulation, the aotion potential 1s depressed 
in the quinine treated animal" Figure 14 and 17. This 
effect of qu1nine in depressi.n6 the meohanioal nsponse ot 
muscle, as well as the aot1on potentials,. is in 8000rel with 
1 t8 etrect in lD¥otonla. In this lower-aotor-nevone ely&-
funotion it exerts a definite anti-.mJotonl0 ett .. ,_ 
In the rat under quin1ne the etteot ot 1nterpo8Ug 
a tetanus during a series of sincle sw..maximal 8b.ooltB is 
to produce a long lasting depression of the amscle twitch, 
Figure 11. The responses to weak sub-max1mal, and to 
mOderate sub-maximal stimuli are JrUlrke41y depressed in the 
early post-tetanic period, Figure 110. In oontl'ast, the 
maximal responses may be potentiated, but not as much as 
in the absenoe of the drug. 
9.. Electrioal ressse t'ollow1nl. hie treQu8D.o% 
stimulation. The rapid suppression of the aotion spike 
e I 
within the first tew stim.uli during high frequency staulation 
following treatDient with proatlgm1ne, d-tubocurarlne, and 
quinine is apparently a previously unreporte4 phenomenon. 
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The mechanioal response to tetanus in each instance 1s 
shown to be an Ina.bll1ty to maintain a tetanic tension. The 
myograph picture 1s a single twitoh-like response. This 
single twitch Is understandable when the acoompanylng aotion 
potentIals are seen to be reduced to almost zero levels 
in thirty to torty milliseconds. The strIking s1m11arlty 
of the muscle response to a tetanus under tbe influenoe 01' 
these dissimilar pharmacolo&1oal sgents i8 unezpeoted and 
not easIly explainable. 
!. Elf,.,.at IPES1soQe. No expel"1.118.11tal reports 
of the etteot of oortisone on the mraneural junotlon are 
available • 
. Ingle et al (1949) show.a. ..". JIWIole work perf01'll-
anae tests that the removal or aaot1 vatlon or OIle adrenal 
gland lWts the abUlty 01' the rat to work. However. 
oontinuous Intravenous In3eotlons 01" b •• t adrenal oortlcal 
extract enabled adrenalec1ioaizecl. an4 adrenal enUCleated 
rats to work as well as rata having lntaot aarenal glandS. 
ttorda et al (1950) reponed on the partial reversi-
blllty by oortlsone at muscle fallure during work performanoe 
tests in adrenaleotomized animals. ~a.y also stated that 
opti.m.um neuromusoulu tunotion 18 obtained when there 1s an. 
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equilibrium in the hormones secreted by the adrenals. They 
did not lndicate Whioh ot the adrenal hormones were most 
important. 
A reoent paper by '1'orda and Woltt (1952) has 
demonstrated a depression ot the aoetylcholine s.ynthesiz1ng 
ability ot nervous tissue following both AC!H and cortisone 
treatment in experimental animals. 
Our experiments with oortisone treated animals 
using the graded stimuli teohnique indioates that in animals 
undergoing long term adm1n1stratie.l1 or oo2'tiaone there 
eXists a prolonged post-tetanio depression of the musole 
twitoh 1.11 response to an. indireot stiaul1l8, J'iguJ'e 12. This 
is 1.11 contrast to the relat1"e11 short poat-tetanio poten-
tiatlon s.en in normal muscle, Figure 6:A. We have, 1.11 addl-
tlon, by .eans ot the electramrosr&Ph. 4emoaatrated that 
ohronio oortisone therapy 111 rets pr04uee. a long oont1nued 
post-tetanlo depression ot the JDWIele aotlon potentlal, 
F1~e 14. Both the spike ud the duration ot eleotrioa1 
actl,,1t,. are atfected. This is a4Uttona! e,,14enoe in sup-
port ot our tiJldings by means ot the Jl8chtm.loal JlY'ogram thet 
thers exists a depresslon Of the musole response 1n the 
cortisone treated animals. 
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Lindsley (193') has shown a rapid deorease. in the 
aotion potential of lndirectly atlaulat.d, tatiaued muscle 
in man during rapid repetItive stiaulation. We have shown, 
Figure 18, that In the oortisone treated rat. there 1s a 
rapid decline in the amplitUde of the aotton pet en tial during 
application of the standard tetanus. !his depression ot 
electrical activity, 1n response :to a high frequency of 
stimulation is similar to, and may be compared With, the 
effect otquinine on rat muscle, Figure 17. 
I. Molecular basis £! iost-tetBe&c erfects. The 
ability of muscle to modify its twitch tension in response 
to a direct stimulus may be affeoted by man, varlabl~s. 
some of Which are, rest, exercise, drug aotlon, .to.; other 
.more tundameatal faetors are (1) nWlbel' ot aucl. tlbera 
respondlas, (2) rate ot stimulation (au..atlon ettecta), 
and (3) In1tial tension. With motor nene stimulation 
turthe,r variables are intro_oed some Dt Whioh are, (1) 
st1mulatlon of ner ..... and (2) tranem1s8ion ot the 1.m.pulse 
throUSh the J1701uJUJ.'al region. 
Rulee)" and 8ttreet (1941) haye shovm that in the 
isolated single muscle tiber the app11cation ot a current 
of rheobasic strength will produce a Single muscle twitch. 
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Increasing the current strenath leads to a repetitive 
response ot the muscle tiber. The repetitive response is 
small or absetl t at low temperature. 
!bel" also observed that e tetanlc stimulation 
produced a prelWna17 short normal tet;anus which was followed 
by a series ot twitch-llke responses as the muscle tiber 
responded to only a few ot the repetitive Shooks. Tbe 
enhanoement of single twitches atter a tetanus seen in their 
1s01ated tibe~s wee explained as belng Aneto some property 
at the .muscle tiber and not of the end-plates slnce they 
were working with fibers which had been ls01ated tor several 
days and it was theretore assumed that end-plate degeneration 
had occurred. 
This post-tetanic potentiation.,. be found in 
muscle denervated up to ten days aoo_dins to Brown and 
Euhler (19)8). bU.t was not seen conSistently (dter longer 
periods ot den_vattem. In our preparations whioh W8re 
denervated tor longer periods, post-tetanio potentiation 
was not seen. 
That aotivity 0'1 m.uaole leads to the loss 0'1 
intracellular potassium was observed b7 Reg!.nster (19)8). 
He oonoluded trom work on frog muscle that direct and indirect 
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stimulation at normal and curarized muscle 8S well as 
d1reot stimulation of denervated muscle leads to the release 
of potassium from muscle. 
Other observations on the effect ot potassium on 
muscle made by Brown and Euhler (1938) showed that olose 
intra-arterial injection ot Eel may be followed by potentIa-
tion or depression ot the motor nerve twitoh, depending 
upon the ooncentration ot the salt, and the frequency of 
injeotion. 
They also showed that if a tetanus was interposed 
durlns the increase in twitch tension induoed by small doses 
of KGl the post-tetanic twitch was potentiated. It a tetanus 
was a4rdniatel'ed during the depressant etteet at large doses 
ot ICCl on single twi tahes the subsequent poat.1$etaal0 
twitChes were either unchanged or sometimes s11ghtly de-
pressed. 
Walker (1947) has SQ8sested that When the twitch 
to tetanus rat10 is low. such as is found during potentiation 
of the musole twitoh by K01, post-tetanic potentiation is 
not seen because the muscle response 1s already potentiated 
by the presenoe of potassium iona in the extraoellular fluid. 
Ramsey at al (1941) alsO disoussed the relation of different 
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twitoh to tetanus ratios ot s1ng1.e muscle tibers to post-
tetanic changes in twitoh tension. 
It has been suggested by Rerun.!l et 81 (19)8) 
that the presence of extraoellular potassium may faoilitate 
the liberation of acetyloholine. The release of this sub-
stanoe, acetyloholine, then indireotly potentiating the 
musole tw.t tah. 
It was shown by Torda and Woltt (1946) that 
eserine potentiates the muscle response to potassium ions. 
This observation may aid in explaining some'ot our results 
with prostigm2ne and ourare. 
Prostlgmine, and also small doses of curare. 
prOduce a post-tetanic depression of single tw1tohes and an 
inhibition ot a tetanus. This obseM'ation sugeests that 
during a te'Canus the tirst effect of ourare and. prost1gmine 
may be to fac1litate the release of potassium Ions trom the 
muscle tiber. The excess of potassium In the extracellular 
fluid or Its presence on the outer musole membrane in the 
presenoe of acetyloholine released b.Y the tetanus may exert 
a depressant ettect on twitch tension. 
An examination of the effeot ot prostigm1ne on the 
aotion potential of single twitohes, F1gure 16, shows a 
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progressive depression ot the amplitude ot the electrioal 
response with increasing prost1gm1ne absorption. This 
response is aWlsr to the known etfeot of potas.ium ions in 
depressing the aotion pot en tiel ot musole oontraotion. our 
data also shows that following a tetanus the amplitude ot 
the action spike in response to single stim.uli rebounds to 
almost normal values. This effeot is different ·fro.m. the 
depression of the action potential seen in normal m.uscle 
after tetanus. '1'h1s return to normal ot the action potential 
following a tetanus in the prostigm1ne treated animal may 
indicate that an exoess of acetyloholine acts to block tbe 
depressant etteot of extracellular potassium ions on the 
resting .membrane potential during exoitation. 
The characteristio response of the norm.al muscle 
action potential following a tetanus is illustrated in the 
graph of FIgure 13. There is seen a pronounoed depression 
of the ampUtude ot the action potential throughout the 
range ot graded m.uscle response. That this is not due to 
fewer muscle fibers responding atter ~e tetanus ls evidenoed 
by the lerce ooncomitant inoreas. in twitch tenslon. 
The most probable source for the diminution ot 
the size of the action potential may be in some alteration 
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of the resting membrane potential. Experimental evidence 
that the resting membrane potential i8 reduced when KC1 
is injected into a muscle has been reported by Brown (1937). 
He has also observed that the demaroation potential ot 
mUSCle fibers was reduced following tetanus. and also follow-
ins the in3ection ot KCl. This salt was Shcwln to be more 
potent than a tetanus in reducing the resting muscle mEmbrane 
potential. XC1 also inoreased the depressant etteot on the 
resting potential with increase in the dose. It was elso 
reported that treatment with large doses ot KCl resulted in 
a depression ot twitch tension. Small doses were more 
eftective in prOducing an increase in muscle twitoh tension. 
A tetanus usUdlly yielded a decrease ill demarcation potential. 
These phenomena are relatively long lasting and most likely 
due to ohemioal changes which out-last the stimulation. 
It may be poln'ed out that 111 0\lJ' experiments the 
response of the muscle to small doses of curare appears to 
be dirteran t from. the response to large doses, i.e •• doses 
Which depress the twitch response almost to zero value. 
'!his dual response of the muscle 1s apparent when 
we oompare the effeot or 11 tetanus and also the effect of 
KCl injections in the animal under a complete or almost 
lil,,\,~,.ny i .... ', t..t 1 
Stritch ~.4.~hu(J1 of \~.~d~ine 
): .,j. ·.J(·itv 
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complete ourare produoed neuramusoularbloOk with the ettect 
of a tetanus on the slightly ourarized animal •. It is well 
known that tetanus and KCl will produoe a decurarization 
wi th an increase in twl toh tension. '!'his Ina10ates that 
the responses ot the almost oompletely ourarized muscle an 
true sub-.m.a:x1mal ones due to the failure ot some of the 
muscle fibers to respond. This also stronglY suggests the' 
the effect ot these deourarizing agents 1s on the end-plate 
ragion at this stage of curarization. 
With small doses of ourare some other meohanism 
must be affeoted since we have shown that a ~sole tetanus 
during slight ourarization yields a post-tetanio twitoh 
depression. We have not found any reports in the l1terature 
on the effect of KCl during slight ourarization. 
Walker (1947) stUdying the effect of KCl injectIon, 
adrenaleotom,v t and tetanus on the aotion po tEll tials aooom-
panying Single twitohes ot muscle reported a marked poten-
tiation of muscle twitch tension by' IC01 Without :repetitive 
disoharge of the musole. It was sugsested that the action 
ot extraoellUlar potassium is on the muscle fiber membrane. 
thereby aooOUlltlng for the increased duration and deoreased. 
height ot the action potential noted in their work. '!bese 
rr---------. 
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effects on the electrical response of the m.uscle were be-
lieved to produce an increase in oontraotion time ot the 
muscle fibers and thereby increase twitoh tenSion. An in-
crease in the latent period was also seen which suggested 
to them that KCl had an etfect at the neuromuscular junotion. 
Walker also pointed out the t the only known manner in whio h 
potassium might pot en tiate the m.usole response was by pro-
longation ot contraotion time wi th a concomitant dispersion 
of the response of the fibers thus allowlng an effectiY. 
summation of the early responding muscle fibers with those 
responding later. 
Walker (1948) found that a tetanus of 200 st1mula-
tions per seoond induoed a slight decrease ot action poten-
tial height and no change ot action potential duration in 
post-tetanio responses Of muscle stiBulated tor one to two 
seconds. Tetanio stimulation for two to three seconds at 
the same frequency induced a greater decrease of aotion 
potential height and scme increase of action potential dura-
tion. Tetanic stimulati·on for ten seconds brought about a 
marked decrease of action potential height and a marked 
increase of aotion potential duration. He postulated that 
at the increased frequenoy of stimulation potassium 
r:---------, 
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aooumulates in appreciable quantities in the extracellular 
fluid i.mm.ediately surrounding the muscl e fIbers and thus 
affeots the aotion potential by its well known effect in 
depressing the resting membrane potential. 
vfe have shown that th1 s depressed a.mplitude of the 
aotion potent1al following a tetanus exists at all levelsot 
graded response. It thus appears independent or the stimu-
lus strength and may be an etfect ot the per1pheral fiber. 
1.. Action 2!. anti ch9,11nesterase,s. In the mam-
malian nervo~usole preparation the antIcholinesterase, 
proa.t1gm.1ne. gives rise to several characteristi 0 etfects. 
The muscle tvdtch of a preparation under the influenoe of 
prostlgmine in response to a single indireot stim.ulus is 
potentiated up to 100 per oent or more. During this twitch 
potentiation the amplitude ot the aotion potential 1s re-
duced, as we have shown, Figure 16. '!'he total duration of 
eleotrioal activity however, is oonsiderably inoreased. The 
diphasl0 muscle action potential appears to be oonverted 
into a.n asynohronous salvo. This is indioatl va of a 
repetltiveresponse or the muscle units to a Single nerve 
s t imul us. 
Furthermore, excitation of the prostlgmine treated 
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muscle by a train of supramaximnl shooks applied to the 
motor nerve at the rate of 100 per second oauses. instead 
of a sustained tetanus. a mvitoh like oontraction 01' the 
muscle followed by relaxation. 
In the prostig.rnine treated animl an exoess of 
acetyloholine produces a paralyzing etfeot on neuromusoular 
conduction. This 1s suggested by the observation that the 
potentiated responses ot skeletal muscle during prostig-
minizat10n are abruptly depressed by the 1ntra-arterial 
inJection of small amounts of acetylohol1ne. Brown, at al 
(1936). 
The depression of twitch tension produced by 
exogenous acetylcholine and the post-tetanic depression of 
si11816 tw1 tches noted in our prostigm1ne treated animals 
may be related if we consider that in the presence ot an 
anti-cholinesterase an indirect tetanio stimulation of the 
muscle may lead to the acoumulation 01' an exoess 01' 
endogenous aoetyloholine at the end-plate. 
The tension-voltage curves 01' rat muscle follow-
ing the administration of prostigm1ne show that this drug 
greatly enhances the sensitive component 01' the muscle 
response. (Figure)} 
lOl.r 
There appears to be no change in the threshold 
to the electrical stimulus while at the same time the tvdtoh 
tension is potentiated. This inorease in twitoh tension is 
vary probably, in part at least. the result of an aooumulation 
of acetyloholine at the end-plate. 
The efficacy ot prostigm1ne in the myasthenic may 
be due to its effect in increasing the sensitive phase or 
neurogenio component of transm!ss1Dl1. Buchtal and Engbaek 
(1948) have shawn that the threshold to intra-arterially 
injeoted acetyloholine is considerably increased in the 
myasthenic, approximately five told. The administration ot 
prostlsm1ne reduces the quarl ti ty of acetylcholine neoess6%7 
to obtain a oinimal musole response, An examination ot 
myasthenic muscle 1& situ by the method of graded response 
.may provide interesting information on the nature ot the 
muscle depression present in this disease. 
Recently Zaimis at al, (1952) have shovln that 
deoamethonium Jllay not be aoting at all times as a substanoe 
which produces neuromuscular block thr~ a persistent 
depolarization of the motor end-plate. In some species ot 
anin~ls, monkeys, dogs ~qd hares, it 18 shown that this 
drug producos a block by com.petitive inhibition. 
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In spite of the similarity of the pharmacological 
response to acetylcholine in these speoies it 1s suggested 
that there must be distinct physical differences 1n the 
muscle membrane. Furthermore. these ohanges may be evident 
in other species, e. g. man, as pathological changes in the 
muscles. In this study by Zairnis the action of decamethonium 
in the myasthenic is shown to produce a neuromuscular block 
VJhich is entagon1zed by ant1cholinesterases. It is suggested 
that the sensitivity ot the motor end-plates in the affected 
muscles of the myasthenic is altered. 
This report supports our view that two types of 
muscle responses may be elicited by drug action depending 
upon the a,bility of a ~ in blocking What we have called 
the sens1tive or insensitIve components ot muscle contraotion. 
!. Action.!!. d-Tuboou:ru1ne. L1 ttle is known ot 
the biological aotion of curare on the molecular level. 
It is generally be11eved that its aotion on the tissues can 
be represented by the follo~~ng reversible reaction. 
Curare + Reoeptors~Cural"e-Receptor oomplex. 
No im.plioation as to the nature of the receptors 1 s made in 
this reaotion. The degree of block being related solely to 
the number of ree~tors occupied. The evidence for the 
~--------. 
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above reversible oombination is basad on the follo~dng ob-
servations: 
(1) The action or curare is reversible "11th time. 
(2) The stabl1ityof onium ions as opposed to the 
easily broken ester linkage of acetyloholine 
con tri butes to the reversi bili ty of this 
eom.plex. 
(3) In the isolated nerve-muscle preparation the 
degree of neuromuscular block 1s dependent 
solely upon the rate of diffusion of curare 
into and out ot the preparation. 
Ing and Wright (1933) have postulated that the 
onium ions of ourare by virtue of their properties as stable 
monovalent oations, similar to the alkali metals, may replace 
sodium or luore likely potassiUll1 ions, at the motor end ... 
plate. The onium ions however, being unable to fultl11 the 
function ot the displaced ions. 
In our e=-~e.t"iments we have Sh01"ln thnt the eal'lies" 
etteets of curare in rat musole are, (1) an inhibition ot 
the tetanic contraction in response to an indirect rupid 
repetitive stimulus, (2) a reversal of post-tetanio poten-
tiation of twl tch tenSion, and (J) rapid suppression of the 
r 
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musole actIon potential during an indireot tetanus. 
If we examine the tami17 ot tension-voltage re-
sponse ourves ot muscle obtained during increasing ourarize-· 
tion In the rat, Figure 8, it appears that curare at first 
blooks what we have oalled the "sensitIve" component of 
musoular contraction. This c01!l.ponent of the musole response 
1s represented in our graded response curve by the quick 
contraotile element of the innervated muscle. Increasing 
the degree ot curarization oonverts this quiok contractile 
response of muscle into what we will call the "insensitive" 
fraotion of muscle oontraotion. 
The muscle twitch-tension during this insensitive 
stage is a linear funotion of the applied stimulus. 'I'h.e 
tension voltage response ourve of the muscle now resembles 
that obtained from denervated musole, Figure 2. 
The progressive blocking by curare of the quick 
oomponent of the muscle twi tchand the oonversion of the 
response into a second or insensitive type of oontraction 
1s an important f1nding made wi th the method of graded re-
sponse. 
Buchtel, et 81 (1942) and Engbaek (1948) have 
postulated that depending upon the concentration of curare, 
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the tirst boundary of the motor end-plate, wh10h they oal1 
the neurogenic oomponen t, may be blooked. while th e exoi ta-
bility ot the seoond boundary. the so-oal1e4 myogenio 
oomponent remains unaltered. FUrther ourarization blocks 
both oomponents of the myoneural 3unotion. 
The oonvers10n at a tetanus into a twitch-like 
response early in progressive ourarization .Y be due to the 
seleotive blocking of the sensitive components of neuro-
musoUlar transmission. 
This oomponent being represented in the tenslon-
voltage curve as the quiok oontraotile reglon. Oonversely. 
the tendenoy at certain muscles to respond to a single 
stimulus with a brief tetanus instead ot a single twitch, 
suoh 8S occurs 1n myotonia, may be the result of an excess 
aot1v1t1' of the sensitive component in Jrq'oneural. transmission. 
In the myastheniC the effeet at small doses ot 
ourare 1s to produce a pronounoed JB.USCUlar weakness. The 
potentiated aotion of this drug in this disease may be 
aooounted for it this sensitive oompOAent ot neuromusoular 
transmission could be shown to be SUbnormal. 
III the partiall1' curarized animal at the level 
of curarization whioh 1s 3ust sutficient to convert a tetanus 
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into a twitch-llke response, the eftect of a thirty-second 
tetanus was to ohange the post-tetanio potentiation ot 
single twitches into a post-tetanio depression. 
This bloolting aotion on post-tetanio poten tiati on 
by a slight degree ot ourarization may be,explained on the 
basis that sinoe only a oertain proportion of reoeptors are 
blooked by ourare, there 1s an amount of aoetylcholine in 
exoess ot the normal amount available tor the unatteoted 
reoeptors. This explanation Is not opposed to the well-known 
etfect ot a tetanus in deouru1z1n.g more deepl,. ou.rulzed 
preparations. 
It has been found 1n the present study that the 
ability ot the partially ourarize4 musole to ma!ntain the 
aotion potential durIng rapid indireot 8t1.m.Ulatioll 18 
markedly reduoed. When a train of 1apulses reaoh the I'qo-
neural junction, a certain number ot these, two or three, 
will pass the junction betore blook oocurs, and fire the 
muscl. to contraction, Figure 20. The first ot the train 
ot impulses into the mroneural region is transmitted beyond 
this point. The muscle responds to this tirst stimulus with 
a normal action potential. The second and third electrioal 
responses 01' the musole reveal 8 progressive and marked 
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reduction in spike amplitude indioating that transmission 
of the nerve volley is reduced. Further impulses produoe a 
negligible eleotrical response of the musole. thus indicating 
that for all practical purposes an almost complete block 
in neuromuscular transmission has oocurre4. 
Apparently when stiJnuli pass the my'oneural junotion 
in normal muscle the receptor meohanism in the intenal 
between the stimulations is rapidly restored to pre-at1mnla-
tion levels. Ourare appears to depress the speed ot this 
restoration. 
The .tteot ot even small doses or ourue 0J'1 the 
tetanio oontraotion ot musole to an indireot iterative st1m.u-
lation 1s thus somewhat 01arlt1ed. There ocours a rapi4 
suppression of the aotion potential of musole with a oomplete 
block ot lIToneural transm1ssion taking plaoe in a few .milli ... 
seconds. The tetanic oontraotion 1s aborted and appears 
as a twitoh-like response followed b1 complete relaxation ot 
the muscle. With complete curarization the aotion potential 
is completely suppressed. only the end-plate potential 18 
apparent. 
L,. Action.2! guinine a JlU80.le. Dawes (1946) haa 
pointed out that substances which prolong the refractory 
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period in the heart, such as prooaine, quinidine, and 
quinine J are substances Which depress the action. 01' acetyl-
choline in many different tissues. The effect ot quinine 
in lengthening the least effective interYal for the swmmation 
of two sacoessiva stimuli in skeletal musole has ~een demon-
strate' b,v Oaster (1939). 
Our experimental observation on the etfect at 
quinine in the response 01' rat muscle has Shown that a rapid 
repetitive indirect stimulus produces within stew milli-
seoonds s pronounoe4 1DhlbltioD in the amplitude of the 
muscle aotion potential. Rapid suppression of the eleotrioal 
response to 8 repetitive stimulus In the presence of quinine 
is also reflected in the Inabillt~ of the muscle to maintain 
8 tetanio tension. There is pres en t a depression 01' the 
eleotrical responses of single tw1 tches and a further depres-
sion 01' this eleotrical aotivity tollows st~u18tion of the 
quinine tres.ted muscle by a tetanus. Figure 14. 
Other studies indioate that quinine may have an 
etfeot on the muscle tiber as well. The site ot action ot 
quinine in ~ole has been postulated to be in part, at leas_, 
be yon 4 the point of innenation, Oester (1939). Quinine 
is also known to depress the sensitivity ot denervated musole 
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to acetylohollne. 
We have Shown that In the qUinine treated rat a 
tetanus produces a pronounced depression or the muscle 
response, both mechanical end electriOal. This is espec-
lally true in the eub-max1!.1lal response resion. The threshold 
to the stlmulus has in effect been ra1s.4. 
I_ Effeot 01' hormones. It 1s believed that 
acetylcholine is essential for the malntenanoe of optimal 
neuroJau8culer tunctlon. Al tarati ons in the sensl t1 Y1 ty 01' 
effector cells to aoetylchollne or inhIbition ot cholines-
terase invariably lead to modifioations In the responses 01' 
the neuromuscular system. 
It has been suggested that 8 deorease in acetyl-
oholine synthesis wi thln the nerve tlssue may 1ea4 to im-
paired muscle tunotlon. This 1s demonstrable by a deorease 
in amplitude during rapid repetitIve st1mulation 1n hypo-
physeotomized rats, forda and Woltt (1950). 
A study 01' the action 01' the adrenooortiootrophio 
hormone (ACTH) of til e pi tui taJ7 sland in the mvasthenio 
sugsests that this hormone m8T be a neoessary f.etor in the 
regulation of neuromusoular function. In this disease 
ACm produces a return to norm.al of the musole aotion 
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potential and recovery ot the ability of the blood serum 
trom patients so treated to support acetylcholine synthesis. 
Torda and Woltf (1951). This d1"U8 produced a partial remis-
sion ldlioh oonsisted in the pa.tients ability to pel"torm more 
work while reoeiving less neostigmine bromide.. The following 
experaents indicate that there is a close relation between 
the ability ot neJ'Ve to maintain goOd tunction during 
repetitive stimulation and the ability of nerve tissue to 
synthesize acetylcholIne. Experiments in the rat have 
shown that atter hypophyseotoJll7 there is an 1apaUmed ot 
neuromuscular fUnction. Th1s"dysfunotion is evidenoed by 
a decrease in the ab1lity ot muscle to maintain the ampli-
tude of the aotion potential within normal l1m1ts during a 
rapId repetitive indirect stimulation, Torda. and Woltt 
(1952). These authors studied the etfect ot AOTH in reliev-
ing this impaIred abIlIty ot musole to maintain Its electri-
oal aotivity. It was found that Acm administration led to 
a oomplete restoration of the neuromusoular response. Cor-
tisone only partly relieved this ¢Vsfunotion, approximately 
thil'ty-three per cant. This work turtheJ.- d em.onstl"ated that 
AO!H inoreased signifioantly the ability ot brain tissue ot 
hypophyseotomized rats to synthesize acetylcholine. Oo~l.on. 
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acetate administration produced qualitatively similar but 
quantitatively significantly less effect on acetylcholine 
synthesis. 
Adrenalectomy has also been shown to induce changes 
in the action potential of musole oontraction, Walker (1948). 
The inoreased duration of electr10al aotlvity seen in 
adrenalectomized animals 1s coensten t with an increase in 
muscle twitoh tension. 
The behavior of the m.uscle action potential dunll8 
indirect stl.mulation thus appears to be a resultant ot the 
funotion Of the muscle and nerve. The maintenanoe ot the 
response ot 1mlscle and nerve at 8 high level appears to be 
dependent upon optimal endocrine tunction. 
At present the mDde ot aotlon ot hormones and other 
biologieal compounds on muscle activity 1s almost oompletely 
obscure. Any eftects that may appear are dlft.lcult to 
explain. The metabo11slll ot acetyloholine Is a resUltant ot 
many factors, such as its syntheSiS, its hydrolysis, and the 
sensitivity of eftector cells. 
The main regulatory mechanislllS ot optimal 
aoetylcholine metabolism are almost completely unknown. 
The administration of such oompounds as cortisone or AC~ 
r 
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induce many ohanges in the blood and t188ue ot 8 variety 
of substanoes, e.g. electrolytes, metabolites, atereid sub-
stances, eto. 
The effeot ot ohronic oortisone administration in 
rats is evidenced in three of our findings, namely, (1) a 
depressant effect on muscle aotion potentials during tetanus, 
(2) a suppression ot the llor.mal post-tataale p~_tlatlon 
ot .musole twitoh tension, and (3) a post-ts'ante depression 
ot aotion potentials in response to maximal. single indireot 
.tau.l1. 
This leads us to state that chronioall, adminls-
'eftd oortisone .may produee a qu1n1ne-like ettee' on .muscle. 
The temporary rea1ssi on Of symptou 1n some myotordo 
patients, treated with oortisone, may have been a result ot 
the above-.mentioned quinine-llke ettects. One would not 
expeot however, that th1s s11ght degree of .. u801a depression 
produced by cortisone in3ectlons would be an efteotive antl-
myotonic agent in all 08ses. 
OHAPTER VI 
The response of the rat gastrocnemius muscle to 
pre and post-tetanic staulation. has 'been detes-mined by 
the .ethod or graded st~uli. We have established a series 
of tension-voltage curves for normal rat muscle. These 
normal responses of muscle bave been compared with those 
obtained during treatment of the experim.ental an·imalB with 
d-tubocurarine. prostigm1ne" quinine" and cortisone. The 
tension-voltage curves obtained during treatment with these 
drugs have been discussed. 
We have Bho.n that post-tetanio potentiation of 
the auscle twi tah in the normal animal 18 in SQll.e respeots 
difterent from the non-tetanus induoed potentiation obtained 
with proat1gm.ine.. In the normal animal the JIUlx1mal muscle 
twitoh response is potentiated immediately following a 
tetanus. The weak and moderate sub-maximal r8spons8s are 
potentlated more 810w11. 
With prostism1ae and 1ft the absenoe 0'1 tetanus 
the auscle twitch 1s potentiated in response to all strengths 
0'1 stimuli from the beginning of the drug etteot. 
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The tension-voltage curves obtained durin, 
progressive curarization demonstrate the taarked depression 
of musole twitch tension in response to weak and moderate 
indirect sub-maximal stimul1. 
We have also shown that prostlam!ae and asall doses 
ot a-tubocurarine have a s1m1lar ettect on post-tetani. 
potentiation in rat musole. Both ot these substanoes 
d1m1nish post-tetanio potentiation and may eTen bring about 
complete reversal ot potentiation, that ls, depresslon. 
The marked depreSsion of post-tetanio muscle 
twitohes in response to weak and moderate SUb-maximal stimuli 
Whioh is observed following quinine treatment was also seen 
in most oortisone treated animals. 
We have shown that in normal rat muaole the action 
potentials ot single twitohes folloWing a tetanus are 
reduoed in amplitude throughout the entire range ot graded 
response. These aotion potentials regain normal amplitude 
in approximately tive minutes. 
Atter prostigm1ne in3eotlon the total duration ot 
eleotrioal aotivity of single musole twitohes is cODsiderably 
increased, at the 8ame tae the 'Pike amplitude is deoreased. 
FollOwing a tetanus the electrical response of the 
11S 
prostigm1ne treated rat muscle Shows a deorease in duration 
of the action potential and an increase in the amplitude ot 
the action spike. 
We have shown that quinine. d-tuboourarlne, and 
prostlgm1ne have a depressiag effect on the aotion potentIal 
of rat muscle during rapid repetitive Ind1raot stimulation. 
We have also observed in the obronio oortisone 
treated rat a quinine-like depression ot the JIluole aotion 
potential during rapid repetitive indireot atiaulation. 
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TABLE 1 
Post-Tetanic Potentiation ot Rat Muscle Twitch 
...... : PH-; : :i\iiier~ £vificn·~epo~:~e £0 slngle= sthilii lii ::::: -
t.etanic gatr. muscle of' rat fo11mftAs te~!!l'S! m (ll1m~ 
twitch lInU~es attar ietanus <:fans. tmin. t tIlin. 1. min. 2 min. 3' min. 5 min. lO min. Volts .. lm'Q mm. mm. mm. _ .. ._ 
.,30 9 11 12 13 15 14-
.,32 11 
.j~ 13 
·36 14 
.)8 16 
.40 18 26 25 24 23 22 
.4.2 20 
.41:- 20 
.46 21 
.1,.8 21 22 
• .$0 22 29 27 26 25 23 
.60 22 30 28 21 26 24-
.90 22 30 31 27.5 27 25 
Da.ta. from this tabla usod 1n constructing Figure 1 
127 
14 11 
20 11 
20 17 
21 18 
22 19 
23 20 
128 
.., 
'fABLI II 
USPONSE or DEDBVA'l'ED BAT WSCLE TO DIRECT STDWLATION 
Sin&leTwi,oh aesponse of DenerTated MUscle 
Duration of Stimulus Current (Millis.oonda) 
f 1 2 S 10 
Volt. (.mm)8 (mm) hun) (mm) (.mm.) 
10 
- - -
1 :2 
15 
-
.. 
-
.5 
-
20 
-
1 2.; 10 10 
30 1 4 10 17 17 
40 4- 9 15 21 21 
SO 8 1) 18 24- 2) 
60 11 16 20 25.5 26 
70 1) 18 22.; 28 27 
80 15 19 2).; 29 2S 
90 16 21 25 31 28.; 
100 17 22 26 32 28.; 
a ... .mIl == tvdtoh hel6ht 1n millimeters 
Data trom this table used 1n oonstruoting F1gure 2 
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TABLE III 
PRO sr IGIlIltz POTENTIATIO!{ OF MUSCLE TWITCH RESPOnSE 
:=111 IIZ= ~ === I:-::S II I :1= : : I I : = = : 
WSClli 1'V.'ITCH RESPONSE (in _) • 
... .. 
Fre~ !ll1nutos af'ter lnject;1on 
PI'OSt1~ ~min. 2 m1nll 1 m1n~ .4. min~ 5 min. 10 min. inj$ct on 
Volts ,sponse l'Im) (ml1l) (mm) (rom) (-.l hum) Jmm) 
.35 1 1 2. .3 5 1 Jlt. 
.1.j.0 14- 19 2S ,30 36 39 49 
-4-5 2S .)!~ i.~2 4.9 55 62 73 
.50 34- 1402 52 59 65 12 79 
.60 )l~ !}.2 53 59 66 72 79 
.80 ,q. 4.3 $4- 60 61 1) 19 
-_. ., 
~o aocompanr Figure .3 
~ABLE IV 130 
PROSTIGMIlm EFF.EOT ON RAT MUSC!lli TUXTCH 
MiD ON POST ... T:h."1'A1UC RESl'ON3E 
.40 16 21 170 ,36 225 39 243; 4.2 262 44 2.15 
.4.5' 20 4.0 200 47 235 49 21+5 .$4. 2.10 ,,$4 270 
.50 as 4.8 192 53 212 S5 220' 60 240 62 248 
.60 32 68 212 69 216 70 218 70 218 
(a) Uu.solo twitoh height in mDl. 
(b) ~ost-tetanl0 twitch height + pre-tetanic twitoh height 
'.%100 
-
.1.f..O 16 8 50 36 225 36 225 35 218 
.1.f..5 20 23 115 )8 1 50 250 49 245 46 2)0 
.50 2$ 35 14.0 50 200 53 212 55 220 56~ 52 208 
.60 )2 50 lSS 6a 195 64. 200 64 200 65 ad,- 6l: .100 
.80 611 66 188 ~ laS 6 180 
To accompany' l=iligure 4. 
1)1 
Ell1F.80T 01" PHOSTIGI.1IllE on T:Li!.;; POST.TB'rAUIC POT":":U'I1IATIOlJ OP 
... able A 
Pre-
teta-
2 10 
12 
.., IroSCLE TiifITcn DI It.\T ],mSCLE 
18 
80 
6 
(a) M,uscle twitch height in :rom. 
(b) ~:= post-tetanic twitch. height + pre.tetanic t'\t'litch height 
· x 100 
J:o.blo B 
2 
. able C 
13 
19 
20 
132 
TABLE VI 
Alteration in the Response of Uormal Rat Muscle to Single 
Indirect l:ilotor UeI'Ve St1mul.i atter Injection ot d-Tu-
bocurarine (0.20 units/KG- Intraperitoneal1.7) 
ltusole twitoh NSponso to a series of single motor nerve shocks .. 
Fl'e- ttuscle t\vitch he1ght at indicate'd:"m1nutes 8l'ter inl_ .... injection of a-tubocurarine (0.20 u/Kg 1.p.) 
t ion (in mm) l'~UI... '2'O-:;';":J;;'::;':::"9-'Tt:-.3lt·~l6~oot!'43i111:""'--'1"'WS~<?1""'lII5""""'?'Mt)~O~bll""llllP'-.?+-7""'-Y?-
IpOMe m1.n. min. min. min. min. min. min. :min. min. min. 
Volts it_) mm mriI. nm1 mm mm mm mm. mil mm mm 
.3° 
• 35 
.. 40 
. 50 
.60 
.80 
1.00 
1 
9 
19 
2.7 
2!1 
)0 
31 
8 8 5 l~ 
lSI- 13 8i 6 
24 19ib- 15t llt 
26 221- 17... 14* 
28 25 201 17 
Z} 2st 22 19 
To accqmpanf FigureS 
at 1 
S l 
9 6 
lli 8 
14· 11 
16 lJ 
lt 
1 
3. 
:Si 
18 
11 
1 
at 
6 
1t 
~.--------. 
1 
(oj 
(b) 
TABLE VII 
Effect or d-Tubocurar1ne on Post-Tetanic 
Kuscle Twitch Potentiation in 
Rat Muscle 
To accompany Figure 9 
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TABLE VIII 134 
Fost-Tetanic Muscle Response Following ~lui1l1nG Treatmont 
in Hats 
1 hours apart, 
10 min. 
~tUS01(j) twitoh height in mm.. % = post-tetanic twitch ~ pre-tetanic twitch height X 100 
gtil 1ntraper:ttonea 1'1, two hours 
10 min. 
1.35 
POST ... TETAUIC MUSCLE RES.POllSE I<"'OLLOWIUG CHROHIC CORTIS01f£ 
TRIi:ATU;~l~ Dr RA!rS 
L 
136 
TABLE X 
Alteration in Amplitude of Action i-'otentiul li'ollov/lng 
Tetanus 
"1*1 - ... J . 
Amplitude (A) or Rat hluscle Act lon Potential 
n Resl:)onse to Motor neI'V() Shooks Before {lnd After T.tanus 
ndircot Pre .... Tetanio 1l1nutes Atter St andard Tetanus a 
I>timulus Spike 1 minute .3 minutes .5 minutes 
Volts) Ampletude (mv) huv} (mv) (mv) 
.,30 t§ 10 1S ~ .)1 10 20 
.)2 ... 
- ~g ~ .3~ 90 ~~ .34- 95 ~~ 8S .35 100 SO 100 
.. 30 10>-
-
10 115 
.3A J.J$ 70 ~~ 115 .,3 120 7$ 12$ 
·a9 120 - 100 -• 0 115 7S I 100 120 
.. 
~ .. Standard Tetanus == 100 Btl/Sec a.t twioe 'Max.:t!l1B.l Response 
. Voltage. ) - nw = Amplitude (A) of Aotion Potential in U111ivolts. 
)ata in this table used in construoting Figure 13-
TABLE XI 
'p08T-T:b~AlnC ALTbRATIOn IN ELECTRICAL ACTIVITY OP RAT MUSCLE, 
III nORMAL. IN (~UI1:iln.G IHT.tl:CTED, AIID IU OORflSOlm IUJECTED RATS. 
::::: ; .,1 ;! : . , 
Fer Cent alteration 1n Per cent A.l.teration 1n 
Amplitude of Action Po- Iiu.l'tltion of Action Po ... 
tential tential 
(Al 
65 
92 
-80 
100 
101 
f8-8 
9q. 
100 
88 
80 
100 
-I 
Q. - Minutes after Standard Tetanus 
b - % of control response (a.verage) 
Data from this Cart used in Figura lll-
~------
1 min. 
~' 
95 
92 ; 
q.o 
31 
60 
... 
~ 
... 
100 
-
-f 
60 60 
~ 
93 71 
... 
110 ~Z 
-n 
138 
TABLE XII 
EF.FEC'I' OF PR03TIGtUlf.lli AIIDTETANUS OU ACTIOn POTENTIALS OF 
RAT MUSClli TV£ITCHES 
n L _.... ••• 
Alteration in aot:ton potential of rat muscle ;fOllOWing 
proat:i.~ne injection and f'oll~Y/i,llK tetanus. 
Amplituda ot 
. ~tea aft!%" not:1.on potential 
j.njGot ion, ot 
:2pgstie;mine 
lfl1nut&8 after 
30 second te-
tanus 
t 1i-
2 
21 
~ $ 
5 
10 
9 
~ 
9 
9 
11 
12 
12 
13 
13 
1'; 
13 
-12 
I 
Total duration of Duration ot 
action potential ttrat d1pha-
sio res~onse 
J:> 
5 
-$ 
-5 
-$ 
-5 
b g 
s ~ 12 
is ~ 
12 -, 
- -12 S 
Data in this table used in oonstruot ins Figure 16 
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